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Abstract

This thesis aims to investigate design options for a touch-less freehand-
gesture interface for photo-taking, specifically its applied feedback possibilities.
It was assumed that pure sound or sound and verbal responses are sufficiently
supporting the interaction. Thereby, the research was challenging the concept
of primarily visual feedback of modern photo-cameras. Based on an extended
literature review of gestural interfaces, auditory interfaces, photo-taking strate-
gies and applied gesture-to-sound solutions, design requirements were deduced
and an interactive prototype was constructed. The vision-based hand recogni-
tion was implemented with CamSpace and run on consumer equipment. The
outcome of the photo-taking interaction was simulated with “Wizard of Oz”
techniques. Afterwards, the wearable setup was tested in two formative us-
ability sessions, whereas the second was split in two groups with either sound
or sound-verbal feedback. Based on these studies, qualitative results regarding
the understanding, learnability, cognitive load, awareness of the sonic feed-
back cues, as well as on the preferences for certain gestural interactions were
found. Despite a low rate of successful photo results, the sound design proved
to be distinctive and intuitive for most of the users. The expected difference
between the groups’ level of trust in the test-system could not be verified. Fur-
thermore, there was no clear indicator for the assumed need of a continuous
sound feedback while interacting. The feedback design did not prove to suffi-
ciently support the intended interaction, but showed a promising approach for
non-visual feedback design and revealed insights to a freehand gestural design
process. The paper concludes with suggestions for a second iteration of the
design process, and describes an advanced version of the experimental setup.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In times of touch-enabled smartphone interfaces and hand-gesture recognizing home
entertainment systems (Giles, 2010), this research paper is challenging the con-
cept of photo-taking without holding a camera in one’s hands. Thereby the design
would allow a user to frame and capture an objective with specific freehand-gestures
(Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993). Use cases could be e.g. the need to “capture
a spontaneous event with your friends” or “picturing your child on the playground”.
Both cases would stress the ability to quickly resume your preceding activities, in-
stead of handling a camera. Furthermore, this could lower the risk of scratching
or dirtying the camera’s lens or its buttons in challenging environments, e.g. on a
construction site. Building on this vision, the presented research tried to focus on
the feedback design for this hand-gesture interaction. Specifically, it was exploring
its application in a mobile environment, while excluding any visual response.

1.1 Problem statement

The author started following the investigations of Mistry and Brewster, which pro-
vided indicators for possible feedback solutions. Mistry’s gesture grammar, in his
augmented reality application “SixthSense” (Mistry and Maes, 2009), as well as
his prototypical wearable setup proved to be inspiring, although the feasibility of
the gestural vocabulary and its learnability were questionable. However, Brewster’s
work on multimodal interfaces for cameras (Brewster and Johnston, 2008) led to
the vision of a combined design of an interaction with a limited gestural gram-
mar for photographing and distinct sonic feedback cues. It is for this reason that
the author examined, “which sonic feedback design would be needed to sufficiently
support such a hand-gesture photo-taking experience”. Furthermore, the following
questions guided the research:

1. Which audio feedback concept can be used in a mobile setting without pro-
viding immediate visual feedback, and how can it be applied to a gestural
interface?

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

2. Which phases of the interaction demand continuous or discrete audio feed-
back?

3. How can we prevent bad photo results due to the lack of immediate visual
confirmation?

1.2 Goals

In this thesis we investigated the fundamentals of the photo-taking experience, and
deconstructed how a sufficient feedback for the gestural interfaces would look like.
Furthermore, we strived to find a sonic design to replace learnt visual responses
and physical affordances of modern cameras. Therefore, the design process was
covering the implementation of a prototypical system, enabling the researchers to
conduct usability tests with. Further, the prototypical implementation was limiting
the hand-gesture grammar to a subset of already studied gestures by Rico and
Brewster (2010b), Wroblewski (2011) and Mistry et al. (2009). We were specifically
interested in how the users make sense of the limited feedback and how they adapt
their embodied interaction. Additionally, we explored opportunities for increasing
the photographer’s awareness regarding low-quality results and the camera working
status.

This research project did not set out to evaluate gesture recognition solutions
in detail, instead it was building on tested hand-gesture recognition software and
camera setup. Secondly, implications on the social acceptance as well as on ethical
issue of the design were reported, but not primarily investigated. Thirdly, as stated
by Pirhonen et al. (2002), the mobility aspect of a wearable interfaces, noisy envi-
ronments, and the factor of annoyance through sound were considered, but could
not be fully investigated due to the available time frame. At last, the report was not
evaluating different camera form factors, or their wearable setup, due to the focus
on sonic feedback strategies. On the contrary, the researchers adopted the idea of
a head-mounted camera with a supporting computing device, as seen in Mistry et
al. (2009) and Starner et al. (1998).

1.3 Methodology

The documented research was regarded as an initial phase of an iterative design pro-
cess, consisting of two key methods: A literature review of gestural interfaces, au-
ditory interfaces, sonification, photo-taking strategies and applied gesture-to-sound
solutions, as well as user studies of an interactive prototype.

The findings of the literature study directed the design process of a first pro-
totype, which was implemented with the help of a vision-based hand recognition
software (Cam-Trax Technologies, 2011). Furthermore, to limit the implementation
effort, the researchers decided to simulate the feedback computation with the “Wiz-
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ard of Oz” technique (Dahlbäck et al., 1993), where an observer controls the actual
outcome of the photo-taking interaction.

In order to evaluate the resulting prototypical interface with sonic feedback
mechanism, two in-laboratory user tests were conducted. The tests were according
to Hartson et al. (2003) considered as formative evaluations as they were investi-
gating usability issues of an early prototype and are primarily providing qualitative
data, rather than e.g. performance results.

With regards to the stated research questions and design decisions, hypotheses
were established and tested on two groups, including a group with only non-speech
sound feedback, and a group with mixed sound and speech feedback strategies.
During the test sessions the participants were encouraged to “Think-Aloud” (Nielsen
et al., 2002) and were interviewed afterwards.

The analysis of the user studies was based on audiovisual-recordings of the test
sessions, audio-recordings of the prototype’s feedback and transcriptions of post-
experiment-interviews. In addition, the video-recordings of the test-sessions are
summarized in interaction logs, using principles of “Interaction Analysis” (Jordan
and Henderson, 1995).

1.4 Purpose and Impact

Foremost, this study could be of interest to the User eXperience department of Eric-
sson AB, providing insights on embodied interaction options and on sonic feedback
design. Moreover, the findings and the test approach could be of interest to the
photo-taking community, in regards to the presented interaction possibilities and
feedback limitations of the sonic interface. At last, we assume the results are of in-
terest for the HCI-community, due to the reflections on the feasibility of intensively
discussed research concepts.

1.5 Outline

The report contains eight chapters covering the research process and results. The
initial literature review and its implication on the design activity is stated in Chap-
ter 2 “Background” and 3 “Design”. Afterwards, the implementation of the design
concepts is described, including the realization of a prototype and its application for
the test scenario (Chapter 4). The following chapter “Test Design” (Chapter 5) re-
ports on the methodology used to evaluate the prototype and describes the structure
and layout of the experiments. Furthermore, the underlying assumptions concerning
the results of the tests are given. The report is continued with the presentation of
the outcome of a pilot and the main evaluation, providing comprehensive results and
their analysis in Chapter 6. Reflections on the gathered results and the test design
are stated in the Chapter 7 “Discussion”. The deduced conclusions for the design
of the prototype and the experimental setup are introduced (Chapter 8). Finally,
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future design directions and an advanced test layout for further design iterations
are shown (Chapter 9).



Chapter 2

Background

The results of an extended literature review are presented and aim to introduce the
research fields of photography, gestural and auditory interfaces, as well as highlight
related works.

2.1 Photo-Taking

Photography is a complex process, with networked technologies, physical affor-
dances, and learned social practices (Larsen, 2008) and (Cheng et al., 2010). Ex-
plored around 1840, and originally highly skill-demanding (Larsen, 2008), analogue
photography was recognized as “an optical process, not an art process” (John Col-
lier, 1986). Nevertheless, it established an art with “schools and traditions, serving
as means of reference and guidance of taste” (Sontag, 1977), and gained mass-
adoption.

Although the photo-film production time was reduced over time, the analogue
photography was overtaken by digital cameras in 2000 (Lucas and Goh, 2009).
According to Larsen, the instant display of the present capturing, and the indepen-
dence from a decoupled development of the pictures, was changing photography.
Furthermore, he argued that the possibility to immediately delete and re-picture
at no costs, was not only financially attractive, but also provided second chances
for the photographer. Moreover, the introduced screen technology was also afford-
ing new sociabilities, allowing the audience to be involved in the social practices of
photographing, e.g. sharing and reflecting on pictures (Larsen, 2008).

The above introduced connection of photography and technology was again
keyed by Larsen, stating “photographs are ‘man-made’ and ‘machine-made’ ” (Larsen,
2008). Moreover, the complexity of taking a photograph “is not so much producing
the image but to fix it” (Sontag, 1977). This complexity is specified by Cheng et al.
(2010), as it requires “careful considerations to all the photography elements such as:
focus, view angle, view point, lighting, exposure as well as the interactions among
them”. Larsen’s definition of the practices of photography broadened Cheng’s and
Sontag’s views. In addition to the practice of framing and photo-taking, he listed

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

“posing for cameras and choreographing posing bodies” and post-practices of “edit-
ing, displaying”, reflecting, and sharing of the results (Larsen, 2008).

Beside defining the practices of photography, academia was also investigating
the underlying intentions and requirements. Personal photography, especially with
cameraphones, was described by Van House et al. (2005) as a social activity for “cre-
ating and maintaining social relationships; constructing personal and group mem-
ory; self-presentation; self-expression; and functional uses”. Moreover, the authors
saw a recent change in the definition what is photo-worthy. From their findings, it
was concluded that the “ubiquitous camera” (Kindberg et al., 2005) leads to more
“ordinary”, frequent and spontaneous photos (Van House et al., 2005). Further,
it was argued that the increased frequency and the reshaped characteristics could
potentially lead to more lower quality pictures.

In order to address the issue of evaluating the qualities of a photo, among
others Luo and Tang (2008), Cheng et al. (2010), and Keelan and Cookingham
(2002) tried to define image quality, and automatic classification. According to
Luo and Tang (2008) “high quality photos generally satisfy three principles: a clear
topic, gathering most attention on the subject, and removing objects that distract
attention from the subject”. Moreover, Luo and Tang successfully developed a set
of mathematical features to assess photo quality. They described the features as
the following:

1. Subject Region Extraction. Identify the main subject of a photo, as pro-
fessionals would tend to separate foreground from the background.

2. Clarity Contrast Feature. In order to isolate the subject, a high contrast
between high frequency and low frequency components around the subject
should be given.

3. Lighting Feature. A high quality picture is supposed to have high difference
between the brightness of the foreground and background.

4. Simplicity Feature. To avoid or minimize distractions, the background
tends to be simplified.

5. Composition Geometry Feature. Based on the “Rule of Thirds”, the
center of the subject should be on the intersection of composing lines.

6. Color Harmony Feature. The sets of colors should aesthetically please the
viewer.

Cheng et al. (2010)’s findings indicated the importance of spatial context for the
photo quality. In their opinion, the complex model of arrangement of objects and
regions in a picture contributes to the outcome, but were hard to support through
automatic feedback, e.g. instant face-detection could lead to a better positioning of
humans in the picture. Therefore their approach focused on optimizing and evalu-
ating the layout of photo elements, based on expert photographers’ experiences.
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In addition to Luo and Tang and Cheng et al., Keelan and Cookingham (2002)
noticed the challenge of personal attribution towards image quality by stating that
“a technically deficient [picture], perhaps being unsharp because of misfocus, noisy
(grainy) because of underexposure, and dark from poor printing, may still be a
treasured image because it preserves a cherished memory. Conversely, a technically
sound image may still be a disappointment”. However, in his definition of image
quality for computed classifications, he explicitly excluded personal attributes for
defining image quality. From his listing it followed that only artifactual, e.g. un-
sharpness, graininess; preferential, e.g. color balance, contrast, saturation; and aes-
thetic, e.g. lightning quality, composition; attributes should be considered (Keelan
and Cookingham, 2002).

In the last decade several concepts for extending the photo-taking experience
were developed, primarily adding to the narrative and social aspects of photog-
raphy by evaluating the user’s context. Ljungblad et al. (2004) visually modified
the pictures based on additional sensor input, adding subjectivity to the objective.
Frohlich and Tallyn (1999)’s “Audiophotography” and RAW (Bitton et al., 2004)
aimed to enhance memories with capturing ambient sound and voice annotations
along with the photograph. Another approach on incorporating the user context
was LAFCam (Lockerd and Mueller, 2002), which was automatically determining
points of interest of the users by evaluating their laughter.

With the introduction of wearable interfaces and the ubiquitous cameraphones
new interaction possibilities arose. Significant examples for advanced applications
were found in the works of Mistry’s SixthSense (see Section 2.2), and Brewster’s as
well as Vázquez’ investigations on auditory feedback (see Section 2.3).

As an alternative approach to the automatic focus of modern cameras, helping
to identify the subject in a pre-capture phase, the research field of light field pho-
tography is emerging (Ng et al., 2005). The technology enables the user to adjust
the focus after the capturing of the image. Therefore the measured rays of light are
re-sorted to “where they would have terminated in slightly different, synthetic cam-
eras, [...providing computed] sharp photographs focused at different depths” (Ng et
al., 2005). As a consequence, the risk of an unintentionally blurred image would
decrease.

2.2 Gestural Interfaces

Gestural interfaces are currently in the limelight, promising “natural” controls (Nor-
man and Nielsen, 2010) and opening interaction options with real-world objects
(Mistry and Maes, 2009). Direct manipulation, which was formerly only possi-
ble through mouse and keyboard, is now taken “to another level” (Saffer, 2008).
Thereby touch-based and touch-less gestural applications are becoming increas-
ingly popular, for example on mobile phones and with the Microsoft Kinect (Giles,
2010). As per the scope of this research paper, the focus is limited to touch-less
hand-gesture interfaces (Grandhi et al., 2011).
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As noted by Erol et al. (2007), research classifies four types of hand-gestures,
including static, different hand postures; dynamic and iconic, identified by motion
patterns or trajectory; and gesticulations, spontaneous movements combined with
verbal utterances. Moreover, the hand-gestures are used for manipulative, naviga-
tional, selective or communicative tasks (Stern et al., 2008).

In order to use the gestures, recognition systems have to recognize and track
hand movements as well as detect gestures or their orientation. Including the track-
ing of fingers, the “hand is an articulated object with more than 20 degrees of
freedom (DOF)” (Erol et al., 2007). Therefore the scientific community is exten-
sively investigating the real-time classification of motion patterns and hand postures
(Stern et al., 2008), as well as the estimation of hand poses in 3-D space (Wang and
Popović, 2009) and (Erol et al., 2007).

According to Wachs et al. (2011) the main advantages over traditional human-
computer interfaces are:

1. Accessing of information while maintaining total sterility, e.g. in healthcare
environments.

2. Overcoming physical handicaps or impaired mobility with eased control of
devices and appliances.

3. Exploring complex data volumes with 3-D interaction.

An additional advantage is the possibility of embodiment (Dourish, 2004b), allowing
for interactions in and with the real-world, incorporating natural body movements,
as stated by Saffer (2008).

In order to define an appropriate gestural interface one needs to understand the
requirements for setting up and designing the interface, and one needs to propose
evaluation methods to judge and test the feasibility and usability of the approach.

Requirements

In their recent review of hand-gesture applications, Wachs et al. (2011) presented
a list of requirements for a successful touch-less hand-gesture interface: Price, Re-
sponsiveness, Use Adaptability and Feedback, Learnability, Accuracy (detection,
tracking, and recognition), Low mental load, Intuitiveness, Comfort, Lexicon size of
the recognized gestures, Multi-hand systems, “Come as you are”, i.e. no wearable
equipment required, Reconfigurability, Interaction space, Gesture spotting and the
immersion syndrome, as well as Ubiquity and wearability.

Technical Challenges

Technical challenges were primarily seen in the hand or finger recognition and ges-
ture identification.
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The studied recognition technologies were ranging from EMG and accelerometer
sensor-based gloves (Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993), and motion-capturing se-
tups (Camurri et al., 1999), to mostly vision-based methods, incorporating markers
(Mistry and Maes, 2009), colorful gloves (Wang and Popović, 2009), or bare-hand
tracking (Weng et al., 2010; Kölsch and Turk, 2004; Stern et al., 2008; Starner et al.,
1998). Thereby Erol et al. (2007) and Wachs et al. (2011) stressed the advantages
of the vision-based approach over the glove-based approach, which they regarded as
uncomfortable, having a longer time to setup and an interaction delay. In their opin-
ion, vision-based system are nonintrusive, the sensing is passive, the camera can be
used for tasks aside hand-gesture recognition, and the tracking can be based on sev-
eral features e.g. motion, depth (PrimeSense, 2010), color (Bradski, 1998), shape,
appearance, or their combination (multi-cue) (Kölsch and Turk, 2004) (Wachs et
al., 2011). However, Garg et al. (2009) and Wachs et al. (2011) noted that the
robustness of the existing systems needs to be improved to cope with background
change, different lightning conditions, and user differences. Garg et al. (2009) and
Stern et al. (2008) even demanded to introduce standardized statistical validation
procedures for gesture-based systems. This was due to the assessment that scientific
community in the research field had largely incompatible test procedures, raising
questions on the general applicability of its findings.

Despite the general hand-recognition challenge, the identification of relevant ges-
tures was seen as demanding by Grandhi et al. (2011); Wachs et al. (2011); Wang
and Popović (2009). Unintentional hand movements, e.g. performed to communi-
cate with others while interacting with a recognition system (Wachs et al., 2011),
occlusions of fingers or parts of the hand (Starner et al., 1998), and similar hand
shapes, e.g. spread hand with palm up or down (Wang and Popović, 2009), can
potentially be registered as relevant gestures. Researchers have tried to overcome
these issues with either constraining the gesture vocabulary to more explicit pat-
terns (Erol et al., 2007) and (Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993), or integrating
artificial learning of user-contexts (Stern et al., 2008) and (Starner et al., 1998).

Design Challenges

The literature review revealed two main aspects for design guidelines in gestural in-
terfaces, which were concerned with the design of a “gesture vocabulary” (GV) and
the embodiment of interaction. Besides building on an existing gesture vocabulary,
e.g. in sign language (Starner et al., 1998), or limiting it, two approaches could be
identified: An explicit gesture grammar or a lexicon of practically deduced gestures.
Stern et al. (2008) framed the design problem as “a multi-objective optimization
problem”, where “psycho-physiological measures (intuitiveness, comfort) and ges-
ture recognition accuracy are taken as the multi-objective factors”. Additionally,
they concluded that “designing a gesture vocabulary by hand can be done for small
vocabularies, especially for a single individual, but is not feasible for larger GVs”
(Stern et al., 2008). As the findings of Wachs et al. and Stern et al. showed, it is
not likely that one algorithm or lexicon design can be used in every application, but
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that the vocabulary could be limited by estimating the intended actions. Further-
more, the question remains how the vocabulary could be memorized and instructed
most efficiently, e.g. with movement-picture or videos as suggested by Grandhi et
al. (2011).

The second design aspect was concerned with stressing the embodiment of the
gestural interaction. Especially research on augmented reality applications (Mistry
et al., 2009), as well as wearable interfaces (Mathias Kölsch and the Computer Sci-
ence Department at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, 2011) and (Starner
et al., 1998) highlighted the powerful concepts of egocentric approaches, enabling
the interaction with the direct environment of the user, indicating new affordances
and requirements to the hand-gesture vocabulary.

Bourassa et al. (1996) showed that “about one in ten people is left-handed and
one in three is left-eyed”, thereby indicating a dominance in leading the interaction
or sight. However, Guiard (1987)’s research was stressing that “thinking exclusively
in terms of the between-hand forced choice paradigm has had the substantial cost of
rendering the problem of asymmetry in bimanual gestures intractable”, indicating
that although a dominance is given, the isolated design for one hand interacting
could be too narrow.

Recent findings of Grandhi et al. (2011) indicate two additional design guidelines.
Firstly, the authors advised to use gestures that pantomime interaction with an
imagined tool in their hand rather than implying the usage of a body-part as a tool,
e.g. not to use their arm as a golf club or sword. Still, the findings allowed for using
the hand as a virtual tool, if the represented object’s shape can be represented by a
hand. Secondly, as already suggested by the research of Guiard, “gestures in space
to trigger manipulation of objects should be two-handed, as the non-dominant hand
often appears to provide a reference frame while the dominant hand performs the
transitive gesture” (Grandhi et al., 2011). Further, this guideline could potentially
help to conceptualize the virtual space in freehand interactions (Hinckley et al.,
1997), and to overcome the impact of a dominant handedness or eyedness (Bourassa
et al., 1996) for the gestural interaction.

Although the direct manipulation possibilities of touch-less gestural interface
often provide immediate feedback (Stern et al., 2008; Wachs et al., 2011; Wang
and Popović, 2009), by e.g. changing augmented visual information (Mistry and
Maes, 2009), or using a screen, only little has been published on non-visual feed-
back options. Pirhonen and Brewster pioneered on this research topic, stating the
importance of explicit and immediate audio feedback for learning and performing
gestures in a mobile context (Pirhonen et al., 2002).

How to Evaluate

The investigated studies showed several approaches on gathering quantitative as
well as qualitative data on their designs. According to Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon
(1993) and Wachs et al. (2011), depending on the stage of the development, “Wizard
of Oz” techniques or focus groups (Rico and Brewster, 2010a) should be considered.
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In later stages, formative usability tests, including video monitoring, interviews, and
performance measure, could be successfully applied as seen in Pirhonen et al. (2002)
and Starner et al. (1998). Furthermore, Rico and Brewster (2010b) suggested to
have at least two iterations with study participants, as they registered changes in
performance, acceptance, and preference towards gesture vocabulary.

Usability Concerns

Although mainly focused on touch-based interfaces, Norman and Nielsen (2010)
listed several general usability concerns regarding the use of gestural interfaces. The
authors claimed that along with others, the interfaces would lack the principles of
“Visibility”, “Consistency”, “Non-destructive operations”, “Discoverability”, “Reli-
ability”, and “Feedback”. Specifically, they found that freehand, but even screen-
bound gesture interfaces, were obfuscating the discoverability of functionality, were
stressing the memorizing of interaction patterns, and were lacking affordances or
signifiers. Moreover, the user was threatened to “lose their sense of controlling the
system because they don’t understand the connection between actions and results”
(Norman and Nielsen, 2010), ending in a felt random functionality. At last, Nor-
man and Nielsen were missing the possibility of reversibility. Unintentional triggers
through gesturing should be reversible with an undo.

In support of Norman and Nielsen’s opinion on the “naturalness of gestural in-
teraction”, Rico and Brewster (2010a) examined the perceived social acceptability
of multimodal gestural interfaces. Their findings showed four major concerns of the
participants regarding the use of gestures. Foremost, they were worried the sys-
tem would recognized false positives, related to accidental performances. Secondly,
they stated the concern that spectators would mistakingly interpret an interaction
directed towards them. Thirdly, the participants described a feeling of disconnect
towards the system, if they were not directly manipulating a device, but performing
freehand-gestures. Finally, it was feared the system would miss recognizing gestural
inputs. Interestingly, the majority of participants described arbitrary gestures, e.g.
a pocket tap or device squeeze, as more socially appropriate, because they were
unmistakable by the spectators (Rico and Brewster, 2010a).

According to Wachs et al. (2011) the usability concerns seem to be grounded
in the lack of adopted usability criteria. Despite investigating gesture based inter-
faces for more than 30 years (Myers, 1998), especially the research on touch-less
hand-gestures was missing a solid evaluation of “learnability, efficiency, ease of re-
membering, likelihood of errors, and user satisfaction” (Wachs et al., 2011).

Relevant Examples

Two examples of successful wearable applications of the introduced touch-less ges-
tural interfaces include the “Wearable Computer Based American Sign Language
Recognizer” (WCBASLR) by Starner et al. (1998) and the “SixthSense” by Mistry
et al. (2009). Both have a vision-based recognition approach from an egocentric
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perspective: mounting a camera on the subject’s head and tracking the hand and
finger movements.

The WCBASLR tracks the bare-hand movements based on skin-tone from a
top-down perspective and attempts to interpret a limited lexicon of signs. The
recognition accuracy was promising at the time, but occlusions were challenging
the approach. In addition, “Generally, a sign can be affected by both the sign
in front of it and the sign behind it. For phonemes in speech, this is called co-
articulation” (Starner et al., 1998). Instead of following a rule-based grammar, this
issue could be overcome with statistical estimation regarding the spoken context.

The SixthSense was a prototype allowing for an visual augmentation of “surfaces,
walls or physical objects the user is interacting with” (Mistry and Maes, 2009)
by tracking marked fingers and projecting visual feedback. The user was able to
interact with the visual information through sensed hand-gestures. Furthermore,
it was primarily recognizing gestures supported by multi-touch systems; freehand-
gestures; and iconic gestures, including “Zoom In”, “Zoom Out”, “Namaste”, “Pen
Up”, “Pen Down”. More importantly the system supported a “framing” gesture,
constituted of a two hand frame for initializing the photo-taking mode of the system,
allowing to capture the scene the user was looking at (Mistry et al., 2009). Mistry
et al. were not describing any feedback concept for this particular mode, and only
collected informal user responses.

2.3 Auditory Interfaces

Sound is universally surrounding us and plays and integral part of how we per-
ceive the world, thereby audition, as a sensory modality of humans, can be seen as
complementary to vision (Gaver, 1989). Interestingly, according to Gaver, human
computer interaction was until the end of the last decade still a visually dominated
practice. The integration of sounds into modern HCI design practices originated
in the works on enhanced graphic user-interfaces (Gaver, 1989) and assistive tech-
nologies for visually-impaired people (Mynatt, 1997). More recently the concepts
influenced research domains of game design (Grimshaw and Schott, 2007), complex
data representation (Barrass and Kramer, 1999), affective interaction (DeWitt and
Bresin, 2007), and navigational assistance (Loomis et al., 1998) and (Harada et
al., 2011). Sound can be described as a transient phenomenon, existing in time,
whereas visual objects tend to persist, existing in a space (Gaver, 1989). Therefore
Barrass and Kramer (1999) and Gaver (1989) regarded sound as “well-suited for
conveying information about changing events” (Gaver, 1989) and background in-
formation. Furthermore, the presentation of visually complex data sets (Hermann
and Ritter, 2004), the creation of a soundscape for player immersion in computer
games (Grimshaw and Schott, 2007), as well as eyes-free-interaction (Lumsden and
Brewster, 2003) and (Vazquez-Alvarez and Brewster, 2011) were seen as suitable.

In order to understand the research on auditory event perception and what
it needs to design an auditory interface, an introduction to the research field of
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auditory displays, its terminology and existing design guidelines is given.
A popular theory of auditory event perception was Gaver’s “ecological approach”

(Gaver, 1993). In his opinion, “the experience of hearing sounds per se is one of
‘musical listening’, while that of hearing attributes of sound-producing events is
one of ‘everyday listening’ ” (Gaver, 1989). Therefore everyday sounds carry infor-
mation “about the nature of sound-producing events” and specifically what caused
them, e.g. which material interacted, at which location, and in which environment
(Gaver, 1993). Moreover, the approach emphasized an active exploration of complex
information from everyday listenings. Thereby the understanding is not mediated
by inference or memory, nor is just based on primitive stimuli.

Terminology
Hermann defined auditory displays as “systems that employ sonification for struc-
turing sound and furthermore include the transmission chain leading to audible
perceptions and the application context” (Hermann, 2008). Moreover, he extended
Barrass and Kramer’s view on sonification by defining it as follows:

A technique that uses data as input, and generates sound signals
(eventually in response to optional additional excitation or triggering)
may be called sonification, if [...] the sound reflects objective properties
or relations in the input data; [...] the transformation is systematic; [...]
the sonification is reproducible; [...] and can be intentionally used with
different data.

This broad definition is constituted by several sonification techniques, including:
“Audification”, “Earcons”, “Auditory Icons”, “Parameter-Mapping Sonification”,
and “Model-Based Sonification”. Additional to the nonverbal sound representations,
“hearcons” (Donker et al., 2002) and “spearcons” (Wersényi, 2010) are considered
as relevant techniques.

• Audification. Data is directly translated to a sonic representation, inter-
preted as a time-series and often used in physical measurements (Hermann
and Ritter, 1999).

• Earcons. Abstract, synthetic tones, that can be hierarchical as well as struc-
tural combined (Blattner et al., 1989). Generally they are “composed of mo-
tives, which are short, rhythmic sequences of pitches with variable intensity,
timbre and register” (Brewster et al., 1994). Their meaning is based on con-
vention and has to be learned (Hermann and Ritter, 2004). Moreover, accord-
ing to Brewster et al. (1994) musical earcons should be favored for a general
audience instead of simpler sounds, e.g. sine waves.

• Auditory Icons. Originally developed as complementary to visual icons,
they provide an analogy to everyday events, represented by real-world sound-
producing objects, actions and attributes of the environment. Thereby they
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are creating organizational metaphors to encode their messages, which should
be easily understood (Gaver, 1989).

• Parameter-Mapping Sonification. Hereby the data is mapped to param-
eters of a synthesizer, allowing for a multivariate representation, e.g. varying
duration, brightness, position or pitch of a sound (Hermann and Ritter, 1999).
According to Barrass and Kramer (1999), this approach is currently the dom-
inating sonification technique, and provides ease of production and a wide
range of parameter mappings.

• Model-Based Sonification (MBS). The concept tries to incorporate vir-
tual physics to the sonification, representing “important structures in the data,
e.g. their clustering, the mixing of distinct classes in a classification task or
the local intrinsic dimensionality of the data” (Hermann and Ritter, 1999).

• Hearcons. Represented by synthetic stereo sounds, which are mapped to a
three-dimensional grid, hearcons are used for categorization, e.g. in webpage
browsing (Donker et al., 2002).

• Spearcons. A screen-reader representation, which uses “time-compressed
speech samples which are often names, words or simple phrases” (Wersényi,
2010), with a limited applicability for words longer than 0.5 seconds.

Researchers tried to identify the preferred sonification techniques, with their
respective qualities, for several applications and came to the following results. Ac-
cording to Garzonis et al. (2009) auditory icons are superior to earcons for the
context of mobile service notifications, as auditory icons were found to provide a
higher intuitiveness, better learnability, higher memorability, and were preferred
by their participants. Fernstrom et al. (2005) generalized this view, stating that
design for everyday use would demand more concrete forms of auditory display,
therefore auditory icons could be feasible. However, in highly specialized domains
display complexity and accuracy would be important. Further the specialization
would most probably require trained users. For these reasons more abstract forms
e.g. earcons could be applicable. Other investigations emphasized an adapted mix
of the sonification techniques mentioned above. Hermann et al. (2006)’s “AcouMo-
tion” used “Auditory Icons for displaying discrete events, Parameter Mapping for
analogous data display and, for instance, Model-based sonification for more complex
data representations through audio”, thereby it was combining static event based
elements and dynamic sounds for mapping motion sensor data. Nevertheless, not
only an incorporation of sonification techniques is possible, but also a mix of verbal
and non-verbal sounds as seen in e.g. (Liljedahl and Lindberg, 2006; Grimshaw and
Schott, 2007; Pirhonen et al., 2002).

A more formal approach to auditory information design, including the choice
of sonification techniques was presented by Brazil (2010) in his extensive review of
sound design frameworks and processes. In general he described the ideal approach
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to consist of two stages, “Sound Creation” and “Sound Analysis”. Thereby sound
creation builds on an initial definition of the context and auditory display, as well
as on the selection and creation of sounds. Sound Analysis is afterwards concerned
with evaluating the sounds with a variety of research methods (Brazil, 2010). A
practical example for this concept is the auditory information design for the game
“Blindminton” (Hermann et al., 2006). It could describe different types of events
and different information carrying variables, using continuos variables for e.g. ball
position, velocity; and registering discrete events, e.g. impact, contact; as well as
pseudo-discrete events, e.g. ball crosses a virtual space.

Design guidelines

Besides considering Brazil’s general concepts of auditory information design and
the characteristics of sonification techniques for interaction design with auditory
interfaces, eight guidelines were found in the examined literature:

1. Mapping action rather than objects. Fernstrom et al. argued that human
activity and their respective sound design should be mapped to actions rather
than objects, as actions were better identified in listening tests. Further, this
opinion can be linked to the dynamic part of sounds as “most people perceive
auditory dimensions such as pitch, loudness, and timbre as being relative”
(Fernstrom et al., 2005).

2. Intuitive mapping. Gaver defined an intuitive mapping as “one which is
constrained as much as possible by the kinds of correspondences found in the
everyday world”, thereby showing a “high degree of articulatory directness:
Their form echoes their function” (Gaver, 1989). Moreover, he considered
metaphorical mappings being able to overcome the limitations of literal map-
pings (Gaver, 1989). This view was extended by Özcan and van Egmond
(2009), whose findings showed that “visual context has a positive effect on
sound identification”.

3. Strong metaphors for infrequent events. Garzonis et al. (2009) described
the need for using intuitive and easily memorizable sounds for frequent tasks
in a design, as well as strong adhesive metaphors for less-frequent events.

4. Thematic grouping. According to the research of Wersényi (2010), the
learnability of sounds in an interaction design can be increased by their the-
matic grouping.

5. Parametric control. Fernstrom et al. (2005) and Mynatt and Weber (1994)
indicated the advantages of parametrically controlled sounds, e.g. auditory
icons, to represent attributes of objects, e.g. dimensions, shape, and reflect
on the impact of actions. Thereby the control could help the general under-
standing, and reduce the annoyance.
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6. Spatial sound. As seen in design of assistive technology for way-finding
(Loomis et al., 1998), spatial sound has less cognitive load and seems more
promising for spatial guidance then synthesized speech.

7. Non-verbal feedback. In the applied research of Liljedahl and Lindberg
(2006) on “Digiwall”, positive and negative feedback could be successfully be
represented by rising and falling pitch, as well as “categories of sound”, e.g.
the sound of an electric shock. On the other hand verbal utterances were
seen feasible to convey a feeling of human presence and to support initial
understanding (Liljedahl and Lindberg, 2006).

8. Pleasantness. Pirhonen et al. (2002) were advocating to avoid annoyances
in the auditory display, and instead design for pleasantness. Furthermore,
Fernstrom et al. stated that aesthetic dimensions similar to visual disciplines
in HCI could be found in auditory interfaces.

Further practical guidelines were provided by e.g. Brewster et al. (1994) in their
detailed report on earcon design, regarding e.g. timbre, pitch, register, and could
be found in Liljedahl and Lindberg (2006), Fernstrom et al. (2005) and Özcan and
van Egmond (2009).

Moreover, the studied literature provided three essential recommendations con-
cerning the design process.

• Remove modalities. Franinovic and Visell (2008) indicated the usefulness of
removing acoustics as well as visual hints when trying to explore the relevance
of sounds, e.g. watching a video recording muted or listening with eyes closed.

• User involvement. Garzonis et al. (2009) strongly advocated for involving
users in the sound design process “in order to avoid negative feelings due to
aesthetic preferences”.

• Sound description. According to Gaver (1993), designers should keep in
mind that “people tend to describe perceived sounds by their source”.

Challenges

According to Barrass and Kramer (1999) the main challenges for auditory interfaces,
especially sonification techniques were:

Veridicality: the need to ensure that relations in the data can be
heard correctly and confidently in the sounds, Usefulness: the effect
that a sonification has on a task, Usability: the amount of usage re-
quired before a sonification becomes useful, Acceptance: how much a
sonification is actually used in practice Tools: support for sonification
by people who are not necessarily experts.
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The issue of veridicality was further discussed by several authors. Hermann
and Ritter (2004) explained that “to uncover meaning in sound requires the inverse
modeling path”, trying to infer the cause of the sound. But “as in other modalities
as well, [the] connection between an effect and its cause usually is nonunique” the
process is complicated and can lead to ambiguity (Hermann and Ritter, 2004).
Franinovic and Visell supported this opinion, stating that the relation between
abstract elements or properties of a pure sonic interaction design are potentially
more complex than in pure graphic design. However, the research of Özcan and van
Egmond (2009) indicated that the “two way interaction for rejecting or confirming
a sound context relation” can help providing additional information.

Trends

Recent trends in the research on auditory displays are spatial separation, and the
sonification of radial directions.

Vazquez-Alvarez and Brewster (2011) investigated options for eyes-free multi-
tasking, and used spatial audio techniques to separate concurrent audio streams.
These techniques included the moving of streams to background or foreground posi-
tion, as well as changing their angle to the listener. From an egocentric perspective
this would involve finding distinctive locations in a virtual soundscape in front of the
user. The spatial techniques were seen as effective, allowing for handling scenarios
with different cognitive load without interrupting e.g. a stream of music the sub-
jects were listening to. However, older research indicated limitations of the number
of concurrent elements, as Lumsden and Brewster (2003) stated “the design of the
egocentric audio display encounters problems if more than four items are needed in
a menu”.

Recent research on the usage of vowel-like sounds by Harada et al. (2011) showed
promising results. As a method for representing radial directions for e.g. assistive
way-finding, vowel-like sounds can be easily resembled by a tracing loop of the
tongue. Apart from being a familiar pattern for humans, the authors emphasized the
benefits of an inherent two-dimensional representation, instead of linear properties
such as loudness, pitch, and vibrato rate (Harada et al., 2011).

Relevant Examples

Pirhonen et al. (2002) were investigating the increase of accuracy of touch-based
gestures, when supported with audio feedback, and the subject being in motion.
A music-player was mounted on the waist level of the participant, and audio re-
sponses, based on earcons were given. The findings showed that distinctiveness and
responsiveness of the feedback were important and that the “actual types of feed-
back sounds did not play any significant role” (Pirhonen et al., 2002). Furthermore,
the authors stressed that immediacy and reduced workload would be relevant to
the successful interaction in a mobile setting.
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In order to improve photo-taking results and build more awareness for provided
meta information in modern cameras, Brewster and Johnston (2008) developed
multimodal feedback alternatives. Instead of e.g. providing a visual histogram
of a selected image, the authors played a classified sonification of the detected
histogram, when the user half-pressed the shutter button. Thereby the focus sound
was replaced with a distinctive sound varying in pitch and volume. The sonified
histogram sufficiently supported the identification process and created an awareness
for the current exposure of the image. This way the users could judge the quality
of the photo before finally capturing it, potentially motivating them to adjust their
camera properties.

Beside the auditory display of exposure information, Brewster’s work on mul-
timodal feedback cues was continued by McAdam et al. (2010), presenting novel
interfaces for level and steadiness indicators, motion detection, and battery life-
time. Both studies showed promising alternatives for limiting distractions while
framing and capturing a photo.

Recent investigations by Vázquez and Steinfeld (2011) explored the concept of
real-time audio feedback guiding a photo-taking interaction, too. Their research
was supporting visually impaired users to document transit accessibility by guiding
the users to relevant visual information. Thereby the capturing interaction was as-
sisted with a non-verbal audio feedback, varying in pitch and tempo, indicating the
movements leading to a preferable composition of the image to highlight the auto-
matically detected region of interest (ROI). Unfortunately, no results incorporating
user tests were published at the time of this study.



Chapter 3

Design

In the following the design process for a first functional prototype is presented.
Therefore the deconstruction of the research problem is outlined, and the interaction
design concept based on four distinct interaction phases as well as the sonic feedback
options are described.

3.1 Problem Statement

In order to design for the main research question “which sonic feedback design is
needed to sufficiently support a hand-gesture photo-taking experience?”, the re-
searchers tried to deconstruct the problem domain. Consequently, the demanded
design needed to define qualities for a “sufficient” usability, criteria for a “sonic
design” and “hand-gestures”, as well as inspect the “photo-taking” process. From
the previously stated requirements for hand-gesture applications by Wachs et al.
(2011), the design guidelines for auditory interfaces, and Garzonis et al. (2009)’s
criteria a set of qualities for each domain could be deduced.

Figure 3.1. Interaction phases of photo-taking.

• Sufficiency. As required by Wachs et al. (2011), the design should not pro-
duce a higher cognitive load than a non-gesture setup. Further, it demanded
a good learnability, due to its everyday application (Garzonis et al., 2009). As
Norman and Nielsen (2010) demanded, the reliability of the outcome of the
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interaction should be high, building up a high level of trust in the function-
ality. Therefore it should also provide mechanisms for error prevention and
allow user intervention when needed. Finally, a sufficient design requires a
successful execution, i.e. fulfilling the user’s expectation on the results.

• Sonic design. Firstly, the design has to focus on activity (Fernstrom et al.,
2005), acoustically supporting an interaction context without obvious affor-
dances. Moreover, motivated by the findings of Pirhonen et al. (2002) the
sonic cues should have a reduced complexity and should be easily understood.
Their memorability should be supported by iconic mappings to real-world
actions and objects, as described by Gaver (1989). Lastly, as demanded by
Brewster and Johnston (2008), the sonic cues should be highly distinctive.

• Hand-gestures. Foremost, the used gesture grammar has to be comfortable,
i.e. easily executable and intuitively adaptable, as suggested by Wachs et al.
(2011). In order to allow for a comfortable use and high acceptance rate, the
gesture recognition has to be non-invasive, i.e. requiring no markers or gloves
for the tracking (Wachs et al., 2011) and (Mistry et al., 2009). Additionally,
the lexicon of gestures needs to resemble the learnt photo-taking interaction
philosophy, and incorporate the constraints of a mobile environment, i.e. han-
dling hand-occlusion (Starner et al., 1998). Moreover, the gestures have to
show a high likelihood of being socially acceptable, as recommended by Rico
and Brewster (2010a).

• Photo-Taking. The experience of photo-taking has to be supported in its
interaction phases: “Frame”, “focus”, “release”, and “outcome” (as seen in
Figure 3.1). Furthermore, as noted by Sontag (1977), the learnt practices
with a visual-centric focus, have to accommodate the new functionality of the
hands.

With regards to the referenced research, it can be concluded that the fulfillment of
the listed qualities would lead to a socially accepted and usable applied design.

3.2 Hand-Gesture Photo-Taking
Based on the outlined qualities a design concept is presented in Figure 3.2. The
user is able to frame a desired motive with his bare hands, making a distinct hand
posture to indicate the framing task and to describe a virtual picture frame. Si-
multaneously, a wearable ubiquitous camera, e.g. mounted on or incorporated in
the glasses of the subject, is capturing the hand movements. A second mobile com-
puting device, e.g. a mobile phone, which can be found in the bag of the user
or in his pockets is wirelessly, receiving the video-stream of the camera. Thereby
its recognition software is tracking both hands, specifically the index fingers and
thumbs, in the video-stream. Moreover, the software is detecting specific hand pos-
tures: “Frame”, “Focus”, and “Release”. When the user pinches one of the hands
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Figure 3.2. Design concept.

by bringing the fingertips of index-finger and thumb together, and a frame between
the hands was established before, the system is regarding the posture as a “focus”
gesture. Consequently, it will automatically focus the center of the frame (see Fig-
ure 3.3). When both hands perform a pinch gesture at the same time, the system
is identifying a “release” gesture. Thereby the currently framed motive will be cap-
tured as a photograph, essentially cropping the full camera vision to the boundaries
of the hands. Moreover, the “focus” and “release” gestures imply a computed clas-
sification of the predicted and resulting image quality. From the research of Keelan
and Cookingham (2002) and Luo and Tang (2008) the attributes of sharpness and
lightning quality are considered, resulting in the classification of a “good”, “too
blurry” or “too high exposure” picture. Throughout the interaction sonic feedback
is provided by e.g. headphones or speakers, integrated in the glasses of the user. In
addition, distinctive audio cues, which are mapped to the registered hand-gestures,
are emitted by the computing device. Furthermore, after the analysis of the im-
age quality, the resulting classifications are played, allowing the user to immediately
judge the predicted or resulting outcome of the photo-taking without using a screen.
Nevertheless, the user would afterwards have the opportunity to consult her mobile
computing device for evaluating the visual results.

As Kindberg et al. (2005) noted, the use of modern cameras, especially camera
phones implies further activities e.g. sharing of imagery. However, the envisioned
prototype is constrained to the capturing aspects of photography. Furthermore, the
concept is initially focusing on a one-person setup, disregarding any implications of
social affordance of a camera screen, as described by Larsen (2008).

It has to be noted that a similar concept could be found in the patent of
Grosvenor and Hunter (2009) “Camera control”, which described a multiple wear-
able camera setup to recognize the areas occluded by the hands and providing
acoustic feedback. Furthermore, the commercial product “Looxcie” (Looxie, 2011)
is also enabling the user to wear a camera on his ear to capture photographs and
movie clips freehanded, as well as wirelessly transmitting the results to a remote
smartphone. Nonetheless, the design concept is regarded as an independent and
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Figure 3.3. Hand frame for estimating the resulting picture.

significant contribution to the research field.

3.3 Freehand-Gestures
As previously reported, the researcher aimed to use an existing gesture grammar for
the touch-less interaction. Therefore the three key gestures were based on the “fram-
ing” gesture by (Mistry et al., 2009) and the “pinch” gesture noted by Wroblewski
(2011) (as seen in Figure 3.5). Both define static gestures, consisting of defined
hand postures, disregarding any motion patterns for their identification (Erol et al.,
2007). Furthermore, the vision-based recognition is concentrated on tracking the
index-finger and thumbs, due to their relative importance in natural hand gesturing,
as noted by Mistry et al. (2009), allowing for ten degrees of freedom (DOF).

The bimanual hand-gesture design is liberating the framing of motives, allowing
for a range of different hand postures (as seen in Figure 3.4) and various formats,
e.g. extreme panoramas or closeups. The required minimal distance for comfortable
image framing would begin with a distance of >10cm from the user’s head. Further,
the visual parallax between camera and eyes could be minimized through supporting
the first-person perspective with a camera mounted on or integrated in a pair of
glasses.

Alternatively, the interaction could be realized with a multi-modal interface
using voice commands for e.g. the release, or head-nodding as seen in Lumsden
and Brewster (2003). But both techniques were either regarded as less intuitive or
less socially acceptable. Nevertheless, all mentioned approaches are missing clear
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Figure 3.4. Hand framing options: pulled (left) and spread (right).

Figure 3.5. Pinch posture.

affordances inherited in artifact-interaction and learnt tactile feedback cues, e.g.
pushing the release button of a physical camera. Therefore design principles by
Norman (2002) e.g. “Affordance” and “Visibility” could not be supported.

Questions

From the previously introduced design decisions further research aspects arise:

• Are the participants aware of the limitations as well as the opportunities of
the system, and can they be explored?

• Do the people expect the system to follow their intended interactions?

• How do they try to focus with their eyes and hands?
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3.4 Sonic Feedback Cues

In order to layout an audio feedback of the design concept, the researchers had
to explore the main research questions “Which phases of the interaction demand
continuous or discrete audio feedback?” and “How can we prevent bad photo results
due to the lack of immediate visual confirmation?”.

Foremost, the researchers decided to use distinctive discrete sounds to support
interaction events and classify the image quality outcome. Additionally, recorded
speech samples are used as an alternative way to represent the image quality re-
sults. Moreover, continuous sound is used to resemble the framing action and the
dimension of the calculated result frame.

Secondly, to address the issue of missing visual confirmation, the image quality
classifications are emitted after the “focus” and “release” gesture. Thereby the user
focus sound is adopted to the predicted outcome, playing an either “positive” or
“negative focus” as well as preceding the negative sounds for “too blurry” or “too
high exposure”. Moreover, after performing the “release” gesture, the “shutter”
sound and the according positive as well as negative image quality feedbacks are
provided.

With the design decision to provide only one “focus” gesture, including the
sharpening of the central motive of the picture frame, the concept limited the rep-
resentation of the focus mapping. As the works of Loomis et al. (1998) and Harada
et al. (2011) indicate, an alternative variation of the focus targeting could be repre-
sented in a 3-D soundscape or with virtually pointing to multiple targets, thereby
allowing a fine-grained selection of the focal-point and complex feedback.

Although the researchers excluded ethical concerns from their design decisions,
it has to be noted that the envisioned design would not emit discoverable sound cues
to the environment of the photographer. Therefore the technology would allow for
unnoticed photo-taking, which could potentially lead to unconfirmed or unwanted
pictures.

Discrete Audio Feedback

The selected discrete sounds were well motivated by the design guidelines of Fern-
strom et al. (2005); Brewster et al. (1994); Liljedahl and Lindberg (2006). As
suggested by Gaver (1989), the sounds were chosen to intuitively map the gestu-
ral activities as “Auditory icons” to the physical entity of a camera and its former
mechanical working sounds:

Shutter1 A 950ms long mechanical sound, representing the motor drive and
shutter sound of a Canon T70, was used to map the “release” gesture (based
on Project (2011)).

1Shutter: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/shutter.wav

http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/shutter.wav
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Positive Focus2 A high frequency double beep (450ms), originated from a
Samsung SL50 camera symbolized the “focus” gesture (Project, 2010).

Negative Focus3 The “negative focus” with a negative predicted image qual-
ity was a combination of the first “focus” beep and a thudding finishing sound
(530ms).

As some gestural interactions and feedback options had no real-world equivalent,
four “earcons” (Blattner et al., 1989) were chosen:

Ping4 In order to make the user aware that his four relevant fingers were
sensed by the recognition software, a sequence of four blips, two on the left
and two on the right audio-channel were played. The series of short button
beeps lasted for 1700ms (Project, 2006).

Good5 The image quality “good” was represented by a bright 16/44-chime,
reverberated with delay (1060ms). Moreover, the sound was also used to signal
the initial start of the recognition software (Project, 2009).

Too blurry6 A thudding sound with a falling pitch (510ms) indicated a “too
blurry” picture (FX, 2011).

Too high exposure7 In contrast to the former negative classification, a high
pitched metallic chime sound (450ms) was representing “too high exposure”
(Bible, 2011).

Furthermore, the negative classification responses were emitted 200ms after the
“focus” sounds. To indicate the “release” outcome, a delay between 400-500ms after
the “shutter” sound seemed feasible according to informal tests of the researchers.

Although recommended by Fernstrom et al. (2005) and Mynatt (1997) no para-
metric sounds, e.g. too reflect the intensity of the focus pinch, were utilized. This
was based on the decision for sensing static gestures instead of analyzing the dy-
namic attributes, e.g. motion or trajectory of the gestures.

The slightly rising pitch and bright timbre of the “good” and “positive focus”
sounds, as well as the falling pitch for the “negative focus” were considered suitable
by the researchers and incorporated the recommendations of Liljedahl and Lindberg
(2006).

Moreover, the design for the negative image qualities was seen as distinctive
enough, incorporating different pitches and timbre as recommended by Brewster et
al. (1994). In general it was assumed that the visual and interactional context of

2Focus: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/focus.wav
3Negative focus: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/focusnegative.wav
4Ping: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/ping.wav
5Good: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/good.wav
6Too blurry: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/tooblurry.wav
7Too high exposure: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/toohighexposure.wav

http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/focus.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/focusnegative.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/ping.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/good.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/tooblurry.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/toohighexposure.wav
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the application will help to identify the more ambiguous sound patterns as stated
by Özcan and van Egmond (2009).

Continuous Audio Feedback
The continuous sound feedback was based on the principle of Parameter-Mapping
Sonification (Hermann and Ritter, 1999). The pitch of a sine-wave and amplitude
is adjusted according to the spanned size of the detected hand frame. Too high
frequencies are filtered and leveled to avoid ototoxic or discomfortable frequencies.
Further, an audio ramp generator is changing the amplitude over a variable times-
pan. Thereby the time to change is depending on the velocity of the transition
between different hand frame sizes.

The design was supporting Gaver (1993)’s theory that “interactions affect the
temporal domain of sounds, and objects the frequency domain”, but flipped his
concept of “big objects tend to make lower sounds than small ones”, attributing
higher pitches to larger frames. The change was due to the observation of the
researchers that the maximum dimensions of the recognition area were more relevant
to them as the smallest detected span size.

Apart from the correct mapping of sounds, it has to be noted that the high
frequencies or recurring emissions of sounds, e.g. “continuous” as well as “ping”
sound, were regarded as potentially annoying Pirhonen et al. (2002).

Speech Feedback
Although the consulted research indicated that synthetic speech was demanding
higher cognitive loads (Loomis et al., 1998), the researcher considered recorded ver-
bal utterances as easily understandable and were assuming a lower mental effort
than with pure sound responses. Therefore an alternative feedback mode was cre-
ated, joining verbal utterances of “good”8 (450ms), “too blurry”9 (740ms), and “too
high exposure”10 (1520ms) after their respective sound cue.

Due to the length of the originated speech cues, i.e. combining sound and
verbal elements, the interaction could potentially slow down and therefore annoy
experienced users.

Questions
The selected sound design indicated several new research aspects, e.g.:

• Which sounds are easily recognized and can be related to specific activities or
states of the system?

• Which sound patterns are produced?
8Voice - Good: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-good.wav
9Voice - Blurry : http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-tooblurry.wav

10Voice - Exposure: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-toohighexposure.wav

http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-good.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-tooblurry.wav
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/sounds/voice-toohighexposure.wav
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• Are voice patterns helpful to become aware of a negative outcome of the
interaction?

• Are the participants learning the constraints of the gestural interaction through
the sonic feedback and how steep is the learning curve over the tasks?





Chapter 4

Implementation

The next chapter is introducing the implementation phase of the envisioned proto-
type and its adjustment towards the succeeding test design. Furthermore, the de-
cision process for a suitable recognition framework and implementation challenges
are presented. Additionally, the sound creation with Pure Data (IEM, 2011), and
related challenges in a real-time computing environment are described.

Computation Environment

The prototype was expected to provide a unit for computing the picture-frame
between the recognized hands of the user, for capturing the intended photos and
calculating the appropriate feedback. An additional unit on the same device was
supposed to provide the sonic feedback cues, resulting from the calculated responses.
Thereby the division was considered to improve the interchangeability of the com-
ponents, so that the implementation of the gesture recognition and photo-taking
could be changed without affecting the sound creation component.

As the design process was in an early stage, the requirements for the device
hardware were ignoring the originally envisioned ubiquitous setup (seen in Figure
3.2). This was mainly due to the fact of the ease of access to commodity hardware
and the disadvantages of miniaturized devices regarding computing performance.
The chosen computing device was an Apple Macbook Pro 13 inch, with a 2.53 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 4GB 1067 MHz DDR3 RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce 9400M
GPU with 256MB Virtual RAM, running Mac Os X 10.6.7. Because of the need
for executing programs based on Microsoft .Net Framework 4.0 (Microsoft, 2009),
the software Parallels Desktop 6.0 (Parallels, 2011) was installed and was running
a virtualized version of Microsoft Windows XP.

In-ear head-phones were opted for as a sound emitting device, due to their light-
weight design, ease of application and removal, as well as to avoid testing the setup
of a speaker attached to the participants’ clothing.

The investigations for a video and photo-capturing device were directed towards
standard desktop webcams, headset video cameras (Looxie, 2011), and pinhole cam-
eras, e.g. inspection cameras, commonly called “snake cameras”. All devices pro-
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vided a real-time video feed, either with a linked USB-cable connection or via wire-
less bluetooth transmission (Looxie, 2011). But as the planned design required to
access the stream via open programming interfaces, e.g. Microsoft DirectShow (Mi-
crosoft, 2011a), to enable existing vision-based gesture recognition frameworks to
access the data, only the standard desktop webcams seemed feasible. The alterna-
tive cameras were either applied to a physical recording unit or persistently stored
their video results in proprietary file structures.

During the research for the hardware options, recent developments involving the
newly introduced Microsoft Kinect (Giles, 2010) device, and the successful imple-
mentations (Robot Locomotion Group, 2011) of hand tracking prototypes with open
source (Radu Bogdan Rusu, 2011) and the official software development kits (SDK)
(Microsoft, 2011b), looked promising. Beside its relatively large dimensions, the
two included cameras and the depth sensor technology by PrimeSense (PrimeSense,
2010) were considered to be an replacement of the pure vision-based recognition
approach. Unfortunately, the estimated minimal distance between the device and
recognized objects was specified with at least 80cm (Microsoft, 2011b). As the pre-
viously stated required minimal distance for comfortable image framing would start
with >10cm, the usage of the Kinect could not be taken into consideration.

Finally, the chosen camera was a Logitech HD Pro Webcam C910 (Logitech,
2011), providing camera resolutions up to 1920x1080 pixels, having a horizontal view
angle of <80◦ and a vertical angle of <45◦, a USB 2.0 cable interface, and coming
with compatible drivers for the Mac OS X and Windows operating system. In order
to setup a wearable prototype, the camera’s body was dismantled, e.g. removing
the stand, and attached to a flexible headband (see Figure 4.2). Furthermore,
the computing device was placed in a backpack, and the peripheral devices were
connected.

4.1 Gesture Recognition

Initial requirements

Deriving from the previously outlined design decisions, the initial requirements for
the gesture recognition implementation were:

1. Price. To avoid licensing questions or payments upfront, the programming
framework or software to use had to come with no costs, e.g. being provided
by the open source community. Moreover, the low costs permitted only a one-
camera setup, handling the photo-taking along with the gesture recognition,
which limited the recognition approach to a vision-based one.

2. Accessibility. The software to use had to be accessible through the inter-
net, being provided by a vendor or the open source community, or had to
be published through academic channels or being directly provided by the
authors.
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3. Responsiveness. The envisioned feedback design demanded real-time ges-
ture recognition and computation of the sonic feedback. Therefore the frame-
work had to allow for responses within <300 ms after a detection event oc-
curred, as suggested by Farrell and Weir (2007).

4. Dynamic Interaction Space. As the majority of the studied recognition
systems (Weng et al., 2010; Wang and Popović, 2009; PrimeSense, 2010) ex-
pects the users to move in front of a recording device, which is covering a
fixed recognition area, this was not proving true for the planned test setup.
The wearable setup and mobile approach to the prototype design required the
framework to cope with changes to the recognition area and partially to the
lightning situation.

5. Non-invasive. As described earlier as the “come as you are” principle (Wachs
et al., 2011), the framework had to handle bare-hand tracking (Kölsch, 2004)
and was not supposed to require any markers or calibration.

6. Detection and Tracking. Ideally, the system would provide software li-
braries to handle the detection and tracking of hands or gestures. Further-
more, it would adapt its tracking computation to the users’ movements.

Comparison of frameworks

Foremost, the vision-based gesture recognition solutions by academia, presented in
the literature review section 2.2, were not accessible to the researchers. Neither the
“SixthSense” software, which was claimed to be open sourced (Mistry, 2009), nor the
multi-cue approach by Weng et al. (2010) fulfilled the requirement of “accessibility”.
The investigated research only published algorithmic concepts and featured their
results rather than offering their implementations publicly.

In general the number of open source software projects focusing on vision-based
finger or hand recognition was limited by the time of the research. Three of the
examined and partially tested frameworks were ehci (Baggio, 2010), Emgu CV (CV,
2011), and HandVu (Mathias Kölsch and the Computer Science Department at the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, 2011), which were all based on the OpenCV
(Garage, 2011) library. OpenCV, originally developed by Intel, was considered to
be the standard and most efficient image processing library, e.g. enabling image and
feature tracking, machine learning for detection and recognition of visual patterns,
and was supported by a large community of programmers, academia and software
vendors (Garage, 2011).

ehci - Enhanced human computer interface claimed to process webcam im-
agery for spotting “user’s head, hand or body movements” (Baggio, 2010). Being
open source software, accessible, non-invasive, and providing abstractions of rec-
ognized body movements made the project the first choice. Unfortunately, the
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researchers were not able to successfully run the provided code examples and had
to notice a halted development and support of the library by the time of the study.

Emgu CV “a .Net wrapper to the Intel OpenCV image processing library” was
frequently discussed in the open source communities, but was not providing high-
level abstraction for the hand or finger recognition, and therefore the usage was
abandoned.

HandVu - Vision-based hand gesture recognition and user interface stated
to provide an implementation for recognizing key hand postures in real-time after
detecting a bare hand in a standard posture (Mathias Kölsch and the Computer
Science Department at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, 2011). More-
over, the presented research and example applications for the framework covered
outdoor usage of a head-mounted setup, and thereby aiming for similar use cases
as the envisioned wearable prototype.

The open source software supported by the contributions of Kölsch and ...
(Kölsch, 2004) met the stated requirements for price, accessibility, dynamic in-
teraction space, non-invasive approach, and tracking abstractions. This promising
framework was only limited by the range of their supported key hand-postures. As
seen in Figure 4.1 the hand poses were expected to vary only in a minimum range of
15◦ and were designed for top-down recognition. Unfortunately, the shortcomings
were extended by low recognition rates in early tests of the researchers, as well as
frequent occurrence of exceptions in the software library.

Figure 4.1. Example of HandVu key hand-postures.

Judging from the evaluated recognition frameworks, the researchers were forced
to change their requirements, allowing for an invasive approach. Therefore sys-
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tems relying on fiducial or colored markers for detecting and tracking objects were
considered, too.

Reactivision (Kaltenbrunner and Bencina, 2007), Trackmate (Kumpf,
2009), and d-touch (Costanza, 2009) were originally designed for tracking
distinct black and white patterns on table-top surfaces to e.g. controlling sound
systems (Kaltenbrunner et al., 2005) or controlling augmented realities (Müller-
Tomfelde et al., 2010). The high detection performance, the accessibility, and the
provided abstraction for object tracking seemed feasible for the new requirements.
However, in early tests of the markers, their application to the user’s hands revealed
problems concerning occluded parts of the markers, needed for their identification,
and concerning their size, which was seen as too invasive.

CamSpace is a software for vision-based object tracking depending on colorful
markers (Cam-Trax Technologies, 2011). The software interface is demanding the
registration of an object in front of a video camera to detect its dominant sur-
face color, and afterwards enables the tracking of the object in a three-dimensional
space. The framework was accessible through the internet and built for commod-
ity hardware, e.g. supporting a range of webcams and running on the Microsoft
Windows platform. Furthermore, it was providing an SDK with sample imple-
mentations in Actionscript, C++, and C#. But early evaluations showed, that
the implementations in the stated scripting and programming languages were not
equally supporting CamSpace’s application programming interface (API). Only the
included Lua-scripting interface (Tecgraf, 2011) was providing the full access to all
of the application functionality (Yaron Tanne, 2011). Moreover, the development
and community support of the platform could not be estimated, but appeared to be
halted. However, due to the availability of the framework, its advanced calibration
interface, its alleged robust tracking algorithm, the provided SDK, and early suc-
cessful tests by the researchers, it was decided to use CamSpace as the recognition
and tracking framework for the prototype. Additionally, the researchers opted for
the provided C# implementation of the CamSpace API-Wrapper as their software
interface to the framework.

In order to provide colorful markers for the object recognition, small balloons
were selected and cut half to be pulled over the user’s thumb and index finger on
each hand (as seen in Figure 4.2).

Implementation with CamSpace
In the following the implementation in C# and with support of CamTraxAPI-
Wrapper Version 1.0.0, running on the CamSpace Open Beta 8.9.1 framework, are
explained, and challenges with the software, as well as the real-time computing are
described.

The gesture sensing and photo-taking software consisted of seven major classes
and was compiled to a Microsoft Windows window application (see Appendix B).
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Figure 4.2. Webcam mounted on a head band, and four distinctive markers.

The core logic and computation of the gesture spotting and feedback was found in
the class “VisualDebug”.

CamspaceConnector class was establishing the initial connection to the CamSpace
software, “CamTraxAPI.Instance.ConnectToCamTrax()”, and setting the number
of tracked objects, “CamTraxAPI.Instance.Tracking.SetNumberOfObjects(4)”,
and initializing the CamSpace calibration interface (as seen in Figure 4.4).

StatesController handled the use of a visual representation of the tracked fingers
and the frame.

UdpServer class was required to send messages to the localhost environment,
providing a method for the feedback unit to broadcast sensed gestures or the system
status to remote components, e.g. the sound producing unit (see Section 4.2 “Sound
Creation”).

FrameCalculation was the main class to compute the resulting view frame be-
tween the user’s marked fingers. Thereby the fingertip-coordinates and adjust-
ment variables were used to calculate an approximation of the intended view frame,
“calculateViewFrame(int[] pointpairA, int[] pointpairB, int markerSize,
int framePointSize)”. Based on the stated design decision in Chapter 3, it was
guessed that the marked fingers are spread, and therefore the midpoints between
the fingertips were translated, becoming the edges of the view frame.
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GestureObserver was analyzing the provided CamSpace coordinates and trig-
gered “gestureSensed()”, if the coordinates were indicating that one finger pair
was in close range for the “focus” gesture, or both finger pairs were likely to pinch
at the same time for the “release” gesture.

PhotoTaking class was only responsible for receiving the cropped webcam cap-
ture from CamSpace and providing a method to save the desired images for later
review.

VisualDebug was a C# form class using a threading and drawing library. Beside
the task to visualize the recognized fingertip-coordinates and the calculated frame,
its main responsibilities were: The receiving of the CamSpace coordinates; the
feedback computation and the dispatching of remote control input, e.g. key strokes.

Figure 4.3. UML activity diagram for the main gesture recognition loop.

With an interval of 100 ms, the CamSpace API was repeatedly requested to
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provide a list of tracked objects. The received object-coordinates had to be con-
verted from a 0.0 to 1.0 floating value to the exact pixel values of the visual frame
size. If four fingers were tracked, the point pairs were compared to evaluate which
hand is the higher or lower hand at the time. After receiving the calculated frame,
the square measure was computed and broadcasted for determining the continuous
feedback sound. Finally, a sensed gesture was evaluated regarding its occurrence
and duration to accommodate the variation of finger pinches and the likelihood of
“false gesture recognitions” (Wachs et al., 2011). If a “release” gesture was observed
the current image frame was captured and cropped according to the frame bound-
aries. Moreover, all detected gestures and full-hand appearances were broadcasted
as UDP messages to listening devices (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.4. CamSpace calibration interface.

Challenges

After the exhaustive search for a suitable gesture recognition framework, the imple-
mentation based on CamSpace’s C# API-Wrapper was again seen as challenging
for the researchers.

Generally CamSpace demanded highly distinctive markers, showing best results
on highly saturated colors. Moreover, it needed a calibration for each test envi-
ronment, and a bright lightning setup. In the available laboratory facilities of the
researchers, image resolutions of 320x240 pixels, at a rate of 24-30 frames per second
(fps), were working with an acceptable response rate. Higher resolutions showed a
too high CPU load, at which CamSpace was issuing warnings for too low lightning
conditions. This high computing demand was mainly due to the tracking of four
objects at a time. Therefore the new official API stated to only reliably support
the tracking of two objects at a time. However, the intensive load could be also
caused by the usage of a virtualization environment, which was limiting the pro-
cessing power and access to the GPU. Furthermore, the high computation effort was
producing heat, which was endangering the computing power of the used notebook,
due to automatic safety regulations.
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Due to the stated low image resolution, the accuracy of the gesture sensing
and of the view frame calculation, as well as the cropping of the resulting images,
was not high. Nevertheless, it proved to allow meaningful results for the research
purpose.

The adjustments to the software and the repeated test sessions were demanding
to repeatedly plug-in and remove the peripheral components. Surprisingly, the
CamSpace software continued to work consistently after plugging in and unplugging
the webcam.

While implementing the frame estimation, the researchers had to face the receiv-
ing of unanticipated coordinates, originated from the location of the top-left marker.
After several changes to the marker colors and the frame calculation, it was found
that the CamSpace API had the feature “controller_comfort_zone” initially en-
abled for the particular “first” controller. Therefore the detected movements of the
marker were translated to a smaller recognition area than the rest of the tracked
objects. However, the provided C# API-Wrapper was not providing any access to
adjust the functionality. To overcome this shortage, the researchers created a Lua-
based script running in the CamSpace software environment. The “Developer tools”
allowed for the creation of own “games”, which could be loaded after the start of
the CamSpace instance and before locking the colorful objects. Therefore the code
could be initiated, adjusting “CT_set_controller_comfort_zone(1, false)” and
“CT_set_min_object_size(0.010)”, as well as deactivating the graphic interface
and overlay graphics to indicate the tracked objects’ axis, to reduce the computation
effort.

Beside the issues mostly related to the CamSpace framework, two challenges
were originated in the envisioned setup. At first, the webcam API was not providing
access to the camera sensor. It was not possible to directly read the image data while
a second program is accessing the recording device. Moreover, manually controlling
the camera focus or its aperture were not permitted. At second, the calculation
of the parallax between a head-mounted camera viewpoint and the hand frame of
the users proved to be challenging. Although partially documented in academia
for the purpose of recovering orientation in augmented realities with an egocentric
approach (Welch and Foxlin, 2002), the implemented parallax-translation was only
partially successful.

4.2 Sound Creation

The researchers defined the following qualities as requirements for the sound-creation
unit:

1. Real-time sound synthesis. In order to allow continuous audio feedback,
the system had to provide options for creating or manipulating sound struc-
tures in real-time.
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2. Responsiveness. It was needed to play, delay and pause pre-recorded sets
of sounds and speech on-demand to be reactive to sensed gestures.

3. Networking capabilities. The gesture recognition unit was broadcasting
events through the network protocol UDP, implying sonic feedback. Therefore
the system had to have the ability to listen on local ports and handle incoming
UDP packages as well as to provide a dispatching logic.

The first evaluated candidate Pure Data (IEM, 2011) was supporting all re-
quested features and was therefore chosen as the implementation framework for the
sonic feedback.

Pure Data is a graphical programming language providing a set of modules for
creating interactive real-time music projects. Originally developed by Puckette, the
open source project was gaining wide-spread support in the art and music produc-
tion business, as well as in academia, e.g. DeWitt and Bresin (2007). The system
allows for reusing “Pure Data patches” within the system and provides high-level
abstractions for interface elements known from physical music productions, e.g.
modulators, sliders, and visual volume-meters.

Figure 4.5. Pure Data patch for pure sound feedback approach.

Implementation with Pure Data
Based on the design decisions to have two different audio feedback strategies, two
Pure Data patches were created, sharing most of the core functionality (see Ap-
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pendix A). As seen in Figure 4.5 for the pure sound approach, three instances were
listening on the local ports 4567-4569 for UDP messages broadcasted by the gesture
recognition software (“netreceive”). In case of a received message stating an up-
date to the continuos feedback, the send parameters were adjusting the pitch and
volume of a sine-wave sound, as by the earlier presented design (Section 3.4 “Sonic
Feedback Cues”).

For all distinct event sounds, e.g. the “focus” or “ping”, a dispatching logic
was created. The statement “sel” was comparing the received message content and
allowed or blocked the transmission of the feedback event to play the appropriate
sound. Thereby all sounds were loaded into a table element (“tabplay”), into
memory respectively, beforehand.

As some of the audio feedback was depending on a cue of sounds, the control
structures were providing delay elements, “del (ms)”, and could transmit the feed-
back event through the “bang” element, represented as a circle in a square. The
“bang” element was also enabling direct triggering of sounds for test purposes.

At last, the “writesf” element was receiving all audio output to record the
execution of the sonic feedback cues.

Challenges

Beside testing the sound cues and adjusting the transmission delays, the researchers
had to challenge response latency. All pre-recorded sounds had to be loaded in-
memory to avoid having an unpredictable loading time from a persistent hard-drive
or network storage. Moreover, the recording and storing of longer sessions into
a plain text file appeared unreliable. Therefore recordings could be corrupted or
interrupted without traceable runtime-exceptions or manual interaction.

4.3 Monitoring and Control

For the purpose of monitoring the system functionality and controlling the feedback
computation, a few changes were made to the implementation.

In order to allow “Wizard of Oz” controls in the upcoming usability test sessions,
selected keyboard strokes were linked to either changing the feedback outcome or
switching the recognition on and off. Therefore keyboard-input handling was intro-
duced to the C# software. Furthermore, the Pure Data patches were extended with
a switch for changing the result mode and the output volume of the sound system.

After experiencing high computation loads and delays caused by the sound
recording software (Rogue Amoeba Software, 2011), the approach of storing all
sound output from the test machine was dismissed in favor of using the mentioned
original Pure Data write-to-file option. Moreover, all sound-recordings and captured
imagery of the prototype users had to be manually backed-up by the researchers.

For running the recognition software without having a calibration phase for each
new test session, the system was only calibrated once a day with the same markers.
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Due to the isolated software components, the Pure Data patches could be exchanged
or manipulated throughout the day.



Chapter 5

Test Design

In the following section the test design is described, covering the testing method-
ology, room setup, experiment schedule, and assumptions concerning the test out-
come.

The test design tried to investigate the main problem statement “Which sonic
feedback design is needed to sufficiently support a hand-gesture photo-taking ex-
perience?” by evaluating the developed prototype in an artificial mobile setting,
applying the constraints of a non-visual feedback, and the usage of continuous and
discrete sounds, as well as speech samples.

5.1 Methods
Due to the early stage of the design process, and the wide field of possible design
solutions, the researchers were aiming for collecting primarily qualitative data as
indicators for future design directions. Therefore it was decided to construct an
in-laboratory experiment with the prototype, constrained to a set of three tasks
and a follow-up interview. The study would be conducted with two groups of at
least five people, who were provided with a pure sound, and sound together with
verbal feedback.

Qualitative Data

In comparison to a quantitative approach, the researcher regarded the qualitative
alternative as more helpful at the time of the experiment, as according to Maxwell it
focused on “understanding [...] the influence that [...] context has on their action”,
as well as it is more likely to identify “unanticipated [sic] phenomena and influences”
(Maxwell, 2005). Moreover, the examined prototypical solution was supposed to
help guiding future developments rather than doing well in terms of performance
and costs. Therefore quantifiable usability measures e.g. on time for execution or
error counts were not seen as relevant.

Furthermore, as the design was considered as an advanced possibility of inter-
action, the research intended to primarily investigate the user experience and their
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subjective findings. Because of the limited resources and available time, the exper-
iment had to concentrate on momentary user experience (Vermeeren et al., 2010),
and could not investigate long term usage, e.g. the implications on learnability.

Contextual Inquiry

Although the main research questions asked for a mobile test environment, the test
sessions had to be designed for an in-laboratory execution, due to the mentioned
technical and timely constraints. The laboratory setup provided the possibility for
controlled observations of the interaction. However, according to Dourish (2004a)
the surrounding context for the participants could be seen as artificial and was not
close to the earlier mentioned design use cases, e.g. “capturing a spontaneous event
with your friend” or “taking a photo on a dirty construction site”.

As the researchers were interested in the users’ process of making sense of the
interaction, and the diversity of sound creation as well as gestural patterns, it was
decided to test the gestural interaction in combination with the sonic feedback.
The alternative approach to separately test e.g. the recognition of the sounds or
the distinctiveness of feedback cues (Barrass and Kramer, 1999) was seen as too
limited, and not providing findings on the complexity of the interaction or the
cognitive load due to its isolated setup. Additionally, after performing the photo-
taking, no visual results were available to the participants, as it was expected that
people’s experiences would rely too much on the visual confirmation (Larsen, 2008).

Simulation of Feedback

In order to control the variety of feedback cues, as well as limit the implementation
efforts, it was decided to simulate the feedback computation, i.e. the image quality
classification. With the help of the “man behind the curtain” or “Wizard of Oz”
technique (Dahlbäck et al., 1993) the rated outcome and predictions of specific
interactions could be remotely triggered by an observer. This policy of hidden
intervention limited the universal validity of the findings, but helped controlling the
unreliable technology.

Verbalization of Experience

During the test session the users were encouraged to verbalize their experience and
issues with the interaction, if they wanted to. This concurrent “Think-Aloud” proto-
col could then be used for analyzing thought processes and gain moment-to-moment
reflections of the participants. According to Hoonhout (Isbister and Schaffer, 2008),
this concurrent approach could add cognitive load to the users and decrease their
task performances. Despite that fact, the retrospective approach, in which “the
participants watch [... a] video recording and try to verbalize the thoughts they
had during the interaction” (Isbister and Schaffer, 2008) was considered unsuitable
due to the feared loss of the participants’ acoustic memory for certain situations.
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Moreover, it would miss helpful clues, the observer could get from the immedi-
ate feedback. In the final interview session, the test subjects were among other
things encouraged to explain their experiences in greater detail, incorporating the
“Why-Why-Why” method (Preece et al., 2002).

Pilot test and a study with split groups

Before conducting the main study. A pilot test was run with a few researchers,
involved in the design process, thereby testing the feasibility of the test setup, the
experiment scheduling and the reliability of the prototype. Furthermore, the pilot
study was supposed to reveal necessary adjustments to the utilized software, the
simulation setup and to prove initial expectations. The main study was split into
two groups performing the same tasks and answering the same questions. One
group was receiving only sound feedback cues, whereas the other one was provided
with an additional verbalization of the image quality classifications. The split was
chosen because of the assumptions, that both groups will expose differences in their
judgement of the interaction’s complexity and their understanding of the prototype’s
functionality. Each group had to have at least five participants to reveal major
obstacles of the system. Although usability problems are not uniformly affecting
people, according to Turner et al. (2006) and Nielsen and Landauer (1993), the
feedback of this number of people appeared to be a valid indicator for revealing the
majority of issues. Nevertheless, the reliability of the results was decreased by the
split and it would need several design and test iterations to consider the results as
empirically reliable (Nielsen and Landauer, 1993).

Analysis

For the analysis of the observed behavior, the methodological framework of “In-
teraction Analysis” was selected, with its focus on the “Structure of Events” and
“Turn-Taking” (Jordan and Henderson, 1995). The framework is based on an in-
teraction log, which is produced from several viewings of an audiovisual recording,
classifying the observed behavior according to the focuses. Jordan and Henderson
(1995) described the main advantages of the recordings as the following:

• Documenting the action without bias, excluding observers’ bias too

• Describing actual participants’ behavior rather than their reports about it

• The recordings allow for repeated watching during the analysis

Beside the audiovisual recordings of the interaction, the interviews were recorded,
too. Moreover, participants’ verbalizations from both sessions were transcribed.

During the test session, one observer was performing all relevant duties, covering
the introduction, instruction, setup, observation, “Wizard of Oz” simulation, and
interviews. Therefore making in situ notes from observations were not possible.
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5.2 Setup

Within the facilities of Ericsson research Kista, a nearly soundproof usability labo-
ratory was chosen to hold the experiment and interviews (see Figure 5.1). Because
of the prototype’s sensitivity to colorful surfaces and to changes of lightning condi-
tions, the room was cleared of wall paintings and reflective objects.

Figure 5.1. Setup: video rec. (1), hanging print (2) and feedback control (3).

Moreover, the lightning conditions were improved by adding spotlights, as seen
in Figure 5.2, situated in the opposite corners of the observation area. For the
audiovisual recording, a videotaping camera was placed on the wall where the task
objectives were setup. Thereby the camera was facing the participants slightly
sideways, recording their complete performances, and utterances (see Figure 5.1).
In order to control the “Wizard of Oz” mechanisms, switching between feedback
categories, as well as testing the system status of the prototype, a wireless bluetooth
keyboard was positioned in the room, behind the test subject’s interaction space.
Furthermore, the position in the back of the interaction was to supposed to help to
convey the impression that there was no intervention by the observer.

The laboratory facility provided a very limited and thereby strongly controlled
environment. In contrast to field observations or ethnographic studies in outdoor
setups (Vázquez and Steinfeld, 2011) and (Pirhonen et al., 2002), the noise level
caused by the air-conditioning system was nonsignificant. Furthermore, the artificial
lightning sources still only provided a small range of acceptable even conditions,
which were essential for a predictable working prototype.
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Figure 5.2. Video camera angle (left) and extra lightning source (right).

5.3 Tasks
The participants had to complete three tasks and received an initial briefing about
the design vision, a short instruction (see Appendix C) on the test session layout,
and were encouraged to “think aloud”.

The users were asked to frame two hanging prints and one installation of objects.
Thus, the people were expected to try a number of different frame sizes, positions,
and receive various sound feedback.

The three tasks were separately introduced after each completion.

1. Try to frame the complete picture of the zebra, without showing any parts of
the wall, and make a photograph of it.

2. Pick one of the butterflies and try to photograph only the chosen part of the
image.

3. Try to position yourself, so that you can take a picture of a bit of the table
and the three glasses together.

For the first task, an A3 sized picture had to be completely framed and the
simulated feedback was positive (see Figure 5.3). Afterwards the observer asked
the participants whether they were aware of when the camera was recognizing their
hands and whether they were familiar with the parts of the audio feedback.

At the second task, a part of a larger print showing six different butterflies (see
Figure 5.3) was expected to be framed. The simulated feedback was changed to the
negative feedback of “too blurry”. Only after adapting their movements, position
or framing of the objective, the observer switched the response back to positive.
Moreover, the observer was responsible to provide a consistent interaction, changing
the feedback cues accordingly.

At last, an installation of a small table with three glasses (see Figure 6.2.5) was
positioned in front of the wall an had to be photographed. After having experienced
two different feedback options, a third response was introduced, given a “too high
exposure” feedback. This was related to the change of positioning and postures of
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Figure 5.3. Zebra and Butterflies motive for task (1) and (2).

the participants. Depending on the users’ reports what have caused the negative
responses at the second task, the second “too blurry” feedback could be triggered,
too.

Throughout the performances, the participants were encouraged to explore pos-
sible frames, or angles to the target objects. As the subjects were allowed to express
their experience or understanding during the experiment, the observer was ques-
tioned on the meaning of the signals. However, answers were not provided until the
end of the interviews.

5.4 Interview

Subsequent to every testing session a semi-structured qualitative interview (Weiss,
1995) was conducted. Moreover, the questions were put in a flexible order, thereby
adapting to the conversation in between the test sessions or the responses of test
subjects. Furthermore, the survey results were seen as equally important as the ob-
servations, and regarded as especially helpful to contrast the perceived experiences
and the observed behavior of the participants.

As the observations and investigation of the audiovisual recordings were mainly
focused on objective criteria, e.g. which intervention patterns were performed or
which gestural interaction was used, the interview was aiming to examine qualities
of the prototype, concerning the users’ experience, motivation, and understanding.
Therefore eight questions were chosen to evaluate the intuitiveness, trust, learnabil-
ity, limitations, and complexity of the interaction with the prototype and to rate the
memorability, distinctiveness, and awareness of the sonic feedback. In the following,
the eight questions are presented, and the reasoning for their usage is stated.

1. Were you aware when the system was online checking your gestures
or whether it was offline and no movements could be tracked?
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As the first two questions were asked in between the test sessions, it was among
other things addressing the understandability of the hand recognition and the
awareness of the basic system functionality. Further, it was aiming to investi-
gate the ease of sound identification, and feedback interruption. Additionally,
it should reveal hints on the learnability of the prototype and constraints of
the system.

2. In which situations did you recognize a more familiar sound? Please
describe the sound or the action / object you associate it with.

Foremost the second question tried to examine the intuitiveness of the proto-
type and the ease of feedback recognition. Moreover, it was striving for col-
lecting reflections on the relation between recognized sounds and performed
activities. At last, it was supposed to uncover the differences between discrete
and continuous feedback.

3. How much mental effort was needed to accomplish the tasks please
use the scale from 0 to 10? Elaborate on your efforts for the various
stations.

The third question wanted to explore the complexity of the system, and to
reveal details on the effort needed for the gestural acting and recognition of
the feedback. Thereby, it was assumed that distinctions between the sound
and sound-speech feedback groups can be drawn. At last, it was supposed to
indicate how the familiarity with the system was developing.

4. Do you think the system was taking the right frame of your intended
photo? / What makes you certain? or What makes you questioning
the quality of the system?

The fourth question worked towards exposing the participants’ expectations
of the system functionality and how their intentions were met. It was also
designed for indicating the participants’ level of trust in and comfort with
the prototype. Moreover, the question intended to start a conversation on
how the users framed their pictures and how they did the focusing. This was
especially important in relation to the observed phenomena.

5. Did you feel comfortable using hand-gestures to take photos?
Elaborate on your experience and what was uncomfortable?

Again, the fifth inquiry intended to picture the comfort level of performing
hand-gesture interaction, and expose possible issues e.g. the “gorilla arm”
(Wachs et al., 2011). Therefore it was aiming to elaborate on the options
and difficulties concerning the hand positions, wrist movements, and ease
of framing. Finally, it was planned to contrast the learnt interaction with
standard cameras and the intuitiveness of the prototype.
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6. During the second task you got an unexpected sound what was it
about? / Were you aware that the outcome of your picture could
be bad? Was it interrupting? How did you react?
The sixth question was chosen mainly to explore the intervention strategies
of the participants, and to indicate the understandability and distinctiveness
of the image quality classification feedback. Furthermore, it was intended to
gather information on the experienced interruptions and possible annoyance.

7. There was a second new sound on the third task. Did you notice it
and could you make sense of it? / Was it interrupting? Was it easy
to distinguish it from the first new feedback sound?
Similar to the sixth question, the seventh was concerned about the under-
standability of the classification feedback and possible intervention strategies.
Moreover, it was intended to reveal the distinctiveness between the negative
classification feedbacks, and the anticipation of the different error cues. At
last, the sixth and seventh questioned tried to support the reflection on the
outcome quality of the pictures and the level of trust in the system.

8. Do you have any comments, remarks on the experiment or
technology?
Finally, the last question provided an option for the participant to give sug-
gestions for further design decisions and development, as well as express their
thoughts on the test session.

5.5 Assumptions
After conducting a literature review and experimenting with early implementations
of the camera-gesture-system, a number of assumptions were shaping the test de-
sign and the final implementation decisions. They can be divided into sound and
interaction design related presumptions:

Sound design

1. In general, it was expected that the participants could successfully rely on
pure audio feedback, while interaction with the hand-gesture camera setup.

2. The selected and arranged sounds would be easily to distinguish and would
be recognized successfully.

3. Abstract sounds, e.g. negative image quality classification feedback, would
be correctly categorized, but it would be challenging for the participants to
associate them with learned feedback patterns.

4. The continuous sound, related to finger movements and the spanned size of
the image frame between both hands of the participant, would be needed to
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learn about the current state of the system, as well as to map the freehand
interaction to the system functionalities.

5. It was believed that voice-feedback would support the understanding of the
system functions, increase the learning curve of the participants, and build up
a higher confidence and trust in the system.

6. However, the voice-feedback was likely to annoy the participants, with its
longer and verbal feedback, as well as slowing the users down while performing
the photographing.

Interaction Design

1. It was assumed that the participants would explore the framing opportunities,
while trying to find the edges of the camera viewport. Further, it is expected
that the sound changes could be identified and be explicitly aimed for.

2. The explorative behavior would result in a steep learning curve, which would
end in a well-rounded understanding of all system functions and an increasing
success rate for the photo results.

3. The limited feedback channels and the absence of neither a screen nor a phys-
ical interface would result in a high cognitive load for the users. Recognizing
the sonic cues and understanding their meaning or relation to previous inter-
actions was assumed to need a substantial effort by the subjects.

4. All envisioned freehand-gestures and arm postures were considered to be ap-
propriate, but potentially uncomfortable for the candidates. Especially the
wide spread of the fingers, as well as the stretching of the arms were likely to
be regarded as tiring over time of the experiment. Therefore a lot of hand-
movements in and out of the camera recognition area were expected.

5. In order to deal with the situation of missing feedback or receiving negative
feedback, the participants are expected to perform three different intervention
strategies: At first to change their position towards the target objects, at
second to increase the number of “focus” gestures, and at last to concentrate
more on the execution as well as keep their movements more restrained, e.g.
steady head.





Chapter 6

Results and Analysis

In the following chapter the qualitative as well as quantitative results of the pilot
study and the main experiment are presented. Thereby the findings are grouped
according to a set of characteristics deduced from the main research questions.
All results are derived from the previously introduced methodology, including the
interaction analysis of video recordings, think-aloud usability testing, and interview
analysis.

6.1 Pilot Study

The aim of the pilot study was to test the study setup and its implication on the
results as well as to reveal early findings. Therefore the facility was prepared as
envisioned and all test equipment was installed and running. Three participants,
including the author, were tested and briefed according to the study design. More-
over, the participants had previous knowledge of the research aim or were part of
the design team.

All three participants could perform all three tasks and did not experience major
interruptions. None of the participants, apart from the author, were able to suc-
cessfully photograph the desired details for all tasks. This was mainly due to too
small frames between the participants hands, as well as misconceptions of the cam-
era recognition abilities. These findings are covered in great detail in the following
chapter.

The observed interactions showed a substantial variation in gestural activities
and intervention practices. Nevertheless all test subjects reported similar experi-
ences with the photo-taking functionality, for the image quality feedback, as well as
for the intervention strategies after the negative image quality classification feed-
back. The sounds and voice patterns could be distinguished and verbally reflected
upon. Moreover, all audio patterns were produced at least once by every partic-
ipant. However, not all error sounds could be correctly identified or related to a
known photo-taking experience. Furthermore the study already showed unexpected
variations of arm flexing and arm positioning. In contrast to the expected move-
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ment of the arms, the participants kept the arms mostly in a steady flexed pose,
thereby limiting the production of the “ping” and “continuous” sounds.

Besides the unexpected arm posture variations and unsuccessful photographing,
the pilot study was seen as successful. The constrained laboratory scenario was
engaging the participants and the “Wizard of Oz” techniques to control the emitted
feedback was working. The observed behavior and answers to selected interview
question were supporting the main assumptions and the test setup, as well as sup-
porting the hand-gesture recognition implementation, consequently only details of
the study design had to be changed.

The understandability of the voices and sounds were not ideal, therefore the
volume of the headphones was increased by 25% . Furthermore, the instant record-
ing of the created sounds was slowing down the sonic feedback. Thus the utilized
software Rogue Amoeba Software (2011) was abandoned and the original Pure Data
code was extended with an in-memory recording functionality, combining all created
audio feedback cues in one stream. This recording process had to be started and
stopped manually to save the sound-track to the file system, which could potentially
be missed and thereby leading to a loss of recording-data.

The analysis of the first video recordings was missing several interactions due
to the used camera angle and viewpoint of the stationary recording device. This
shortcoming was eliminated by adjusting the initial view angle and forcing the study
observer to manually change the scope of the camera during the experiment.

It was also noticed that, while setting up the participants as well as while giving
instructions, false recognition events occurred. In order to prevent these and con-
trol the possible sonic feedback better, additional commands were implemented to
remotely switch the hand-gesture recognition on and off.

6.2 Main Study
This section presents the findings of the main experiment. After a brief description
of the participant selection, the observed and reported results of the study and their
analysis are provided. The findings cover the questions regarding the participants’
mental effort and awareness of the system, as well as their success in photo-taking
and trust in the system. Furthermore, the results concerning the recognition and
understandability of the sound cues, along with their affect on mental effort and
perceived interruptions are presented. At last all results concerning the observed
gestural behavior, posture and stance of the participants are described, and specific
interactions, e.g. focussing, are examined in detail.

6.2.1 Participants
The main experiment was held over one week, testing the prototype with eleven peo-
ple, four female and seven male participants. All of them were non-native English
speakers, but they reported their observations and opinions in English. Further-
more, they were recruited from Master-students and Ericsson employees interested
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Figure 6.1. Reported experience level in photographing.

in usability tests. Therefore all candidates had previous knowledge of usability-test-
sessions and methodologies e.g. “Think Aloud”. Based on their answers to classify
their photo-taking experience level, four individuals described their abilities as “in-
termediate”, five participants characterized it as “point ‘n’ shoot”, as well as two
people saw themselves as photography “enthusiasts”. Deriving from these report-
ing, the participants were split in two groups, with the aim to equally distribute
the photographing experience and gender (see Figure 6.1).

Both groups had to carry out the same task and got the same interview ques-
tions afterwards. However, as mentioned in the Chapter 5 “Test Design”, the sonic
feedback cues were different. Group 1 received only sound feedback, while group 2
was receiving the sound feedback and additional verbal feedback for the predicted
and resulting outcome of the specific photo. The sessions were lasting for 30-74 min-
utes, whereas the actual part of the interaction with the prototype took between
6-21 minutes of the complete session.

6.2.2 Mental effort and experience

In the interview part of the study, the subjects were asked to describe the cognitive
load and effort to accomplish the three tasks. Apart from giving verbal responses,
they provided a score on a scale from zero to ten, where zero is “really easy” and
ten is “really hard”. The average score was 2.409 for both groups, 3.08 for group
1, and 1.6 for group 2. Only two participants from group 1 scored the effort with
a 5 or 6. The low numeric responses could be generally mapped to their verbal
responses. Participant P11, described his effort as “None whatsoever. Fun ... Very
easy” scoring a 0. P7 answered “The whole thing, because of the errors, it would be
a 2-3 or something. 3, because I got a bit frustrated. But the sounds of the pictures,
recognizing, focusing and taking pictures 1, or 0”. The same positive perception was
found with P6, comparing the experience to the ones with a “normal” camera; “No,
it wasn’t complicated. I should say that it is probably much easier than getting
a new camera, so to say”. Some of the responses were more selective, judging
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the framing interaction and the associated sound patterns as easy, but found the
feedback on the results and errors challenging, e.g. P3 explained, “I think, these
sounds [makes focus and shutter gesture] were really clear to me, but the small
sounds ‘blop blop’ I could not recognize exactly what they were [...] Okay, It was
easy, I could just do this [shows frame and finger pinching]. But it was hard in the
sense that to know, okay you gave me the task to shot only one butterfly then it
was harder, somehow. On a scale it would be 6”.

sounds + voice

only sounds

1.6

3.1

0
easy / low

10
hard / high

Figure 6.2. Cognitive load and effort to accomplish the three tasks.

Awareness

During and after the experiment the participants were asked to report whether they
are aware when their fingers are recognized by the system and what made them
aware of it. All users reported to be aware of the system recognition and named
specific sounds as indicators. Moreover, eight people described the “ping” sounds
as indicators for the four marked fingers, whereas only two people associated the
“continuous” and “focus” sounds respectively with the system recognition abilities.
Furthermore, two of the users commented that it was rather the absence of feedback,
than the presence of specific sounds that made them aware. As subject P2 reported
“... when I’m pinching, it is just silent. I guess it is not recognizing my fingers
for some reason. That to me is the feedback or absence of feedback I noticed.
When I tried to do something, and I did not hear anything, than I realized, that
the system probably does not recognize my movements”. Users, who noticed the
“awareness” sound patterns, described their current interaction phases as “making
a proper frame”, “composing the picture” or “zooming”.

Analysis: Mental effort and awareness

The low scores and responses regarding the cognitive load during the interaction
indicated a relatively intuitive usage of the prototype and revealed a number of issues
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with fully understanding the system’s functionality and explicitly the pure-sound
patterns. Therefore the findings proved the expectation of a mentally demanding
interaction to be wrong. Moreover, as assumed, the pure-sound group showed higher
cognitive load probably due to the more demanding understanding of the not self-
explaining pure-sound feedback.

Regarding the awareness of the system state, the findings showed a clear iden-
tified relation between the “ping” sounds and the mental model of a working pro-
totype, as P8 noted “At first I thought the sound [pings] was to make me help
focusing. But I realized that when the camera was not aligned properly I heard no
noise, so the sound was obviously to let me know that you are in reach with the
camera, so you can take a picture. It was more like a ‘ready, it is okay when you
shoot now‘”. However, the relation was interpreted by the participants in various
ways and revealed a non-intuitive mapping of the sounds to an unknown gestural
pattern. Still, the results supported the need for sonic cues mapping the system’s
states.

6.2.3 Outcome of photo-taking and trust in the system functionality

Figure 6.3. Photos made by the participants according to the task description.

All imagery taken by the participants were analyzed and it was checked whether
they were matching the given task criteria. In general the success-rate was consid-
ered low, whereas the most successful shots were found for the third task and the
fewest successful at the second task. Three people made at least one correctly
framed photo of the zebra (task 1), two users had at least one successful photo
of the butterfly (task 2), and five subjects accomplished to correctly capture the
arrangement of objects (task 3). None of the participants managed to succeed on
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all given tasks. Three people had two appropriate shots, four people made at least
one successful photo, but four people finished the study without any appropriate
picture (see Figure 6.3).

Confidence in correct framing

In order to examine the trust in the system capabilities and the confidence in their
interactions, the users were asked to describe their experience and worries with the
freehand framing of the pictures. Five of them reported to be “not sure” about
the success of their framing and outcome. P2 explained “that it felt a little bit
hard to know. Because you do not have the visual feedback, when you are actually
doing the zooming, or so. I could not really tell, if I got that checked point or
not”, and participant P3 commented, that in some cases “it was not doing what I
wanted it to do. I was not sure whether it took the picture I wanted [it] to take”.
Two of the participants reported to be “somewhat” convinced that their intentions
were met by the system functionality. However, four out of eleven people showed
trust in the prototype and were confident that their intended photos were correctly
captured, e.g. participant P8 answered “Yeah, I would think so. Because the hands
wear pretty clear markers and the camera should be able to recognize them”. The
participants who were worried about their framing, i.e. indicating a lack of trust in
the system, reported insecurity about the exact frame size or its possible transition,
e.g. “I was a bit worried when you are like this [L-shape frame, makes pinch] and
you focus, this [hand frame] changes” (P7). Moreover, they mentioned unexpected
multiple releases of the camera shutter, and the difference of the human eye and
camera perspective as unsettling. The confidence in the framing possibilities was
not group specific. It was not shown that the additional voice feedback or the lack
of it were influencing the perception. Nevertheless, it was found that some of the
participant of the second group, provided with additional verbal feedback, reported
very positive experiences regarding their trust level. User P5 said, “when I got
enough feedback, saying ‘good‘, when I was doing it. I kind of felt, yeah I was doing
well. The camera was thinking my composition was good. If I had not had any
feedback like that I would have wondered, did I do this right. But now I thought,
the camera is intelligent, it is looking that I’m doing this right. If it just taking
a shutter sound, it is just shooting, just doing it. But when it says ‘good‘, it is
actually making some kind of logic and looking at this, analyzing the photo and
this is going to be good, you know”.

From the analyzed photo material and the reported confidence in the hand
framing, no correlation could be drawn. People who thought they made good pho-
tos or reported high trust in the hand framing, were not more successful in their
photographing or accomplishing of tasks than other participants.
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Figure 6.4. A selection of photos made by the participants.

Analysis: Photo-results and confidence in framing

Foremost, the participants’ success-rate regarding the photo-taking was lower than
expected and indicated an insufficient quality of the implemented recognition frame-
work. At the same time it also pointed to shortcomings regarding the discoverability
of the interaction patterns and the exclusion of visual confirmation options. In con-
trast to the pilot test, in which the author was able to capture all task motives
successfully, the participants were lacking the experience using the prototype and
the knowledge about the implementation constraints. Moreover, the majority of
unsuccessful shots were characterized by small image dimensions. This finding was
contrary to the statements of participant P11 “if you used that kind of system, you
would by default actually make the frames larger, to make sure that you get what
you want, and then crop the picture afterwards”.

With regards to the level of trust in the correct framing functionality of the
system, the results seemed to reveal a limited reliability of the interface and mis-
conceptions of the framing capabilities of the design approach. Although partici-
pants, e.g. P2 stated “Generally I think, it is quite intuitive, and it is quite easy
to do, and doing it with gestures [acting out gestures]. I like the idea; I think it
is quite convenient, actually. That’s what I want [frames and shots photos with
gestures]. I like it”, the overall level of confidence was not high. Furthermore, the
consistent sonic feedback was not overcoming the expected affect of an immediate
visual confirmation.
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6.2.4 Feasibility of sonic feedback cues

From the audio recordings of the produced sonic feedback, the think-aloud com-
ments, as well as from the interviews afterwards, deductions about the recognized
and understood sound patterns could be made. Further, audio patterns which were
not reported or not specifically distinguished were categorized as non-recognized.

Recognition

Figure 6.5. Recognition of sound feedback.

As one can see in 6.5, the “shutter” and “positive focus” sound for the two
hand-gestures, together with the “ping” sounds, were recognized by all participants.
Furthermore, the image quality classification sounds for “good”, “too blurry”, or
“too high exposure” results could be perceived by the majority of users, while at
the same time three of the users were not able to. In contrast to the well-recognized
“ping” sounds, the “continuous” framing sound was identified by only four subjects,
while five were missing it. A similar finding can be stated about the “negative
focus” sound for a potentially bad result, which was recognized by just two people.
Interestingly, twice for the “continuous”, and once for the “too blurry” and “too high
exposure” sounds, it happened that the participants did not produce the specific
sounds. Therefore, the actual rate of missed recognitions might have been increased
for these utterances.

Concerning the difference in recognition performances between the two groups,
the following findings were revealed. The only four participants, who recognized
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the “continuous” pattern were from group 1, with no verbal feedback. Moreover,
three people of group 1 were also the only ones missing the “good” pattern.

Additionally, from the two people, reporting the highest scores of mental effort
for the test session (see Section 6.2.2), one was recognizing and creating few sounds,
whereas the other was recognizing all sounds.

Understanding

Figure 6.6. Understanding of sonic feedback cues.

The understanding of the sound cues showed a more mixed result. As presented
in Figure 6.6, the “ping” sounds were successfully associated with the hand recog-
nition of the system, and only missed by one participant. On the opposite, the
already poorly recognized “continuous” sound was not understood by any of the
users. Thereby participant P6 can be seen as an outlier, as he interpreted the “con-
tinuous” sound as the hand recognition feedback, “when I was sliding the hands, it
was like ‘whoooot’. Just to say that both hands are there”. Logically, he could not
fully grasp the nature of the “ping” sounds. The positive and negative feedback cues
for the predicted outcome and results were noticed, and could be most of the time
related to the interactions. The “good” feedback was understood by eight people,
whereas only three missed it. The error feedback “too blurry” was realized nine
times, and only misconceived once. Moreover, “too high exposure” was correctly
associated by seven users and misunderstood or wrongly interpreted by three peo-
ple. It is important to highlight that from the nine, respectively seven reports, four
out of nine, and five out of nine were supporting the notion of an error feedback,
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but could not make sense of the exact meaning. This could be illustrated by the
reporting of participant P3, stating “it was not telling me okay what should I do.
But it was telling me I should change something, but it was not clear, exactly, what
it was referring to”, and the guessing of user P6, “as far as I understood something
was wrong with the picture. It might be that it is too bright or the focus was not
good, or I moved when I was taking the picture, something like that”.

Regarding the differences between the two study groups and their varying feed-
back cues, some indicators could be found. All of the three missed interpretations
of the “good” feedback, came from the pure sound group. Moreover, four of the
seven positive, but vague, interpretations of the “too high exposure” feedback came
from the group 1 as well. Interestingly, despite being provided with an additional
verbal representation, group 2 was not consistently reporting correct explanations
for the error feedback cues.

Furthermore the interviews revealed three cases, in which the lack of understand-
ing the sounds was probably caused by either being to concentrated on focusing or
ignoring specific utterances, as e.g. reported by subject P10, “some sounds I did not
understand, but I did not care too much, really [giggles]. I recognized the sounds I
thought I needed”.

Interruption

Throughout the interviews, the participants were asked to describe situations were
the sound feedback was distracting them or when they felt annoyed by the audio
cues. None of the people replied that they felt interrupted. They only stated, that
e.g. recognition issues made them concentrate more and thereby slowing them down
or e.g. unexpected feedback was puzzling them, “When I was getting close, just to
capture the table. It was slightly unexpected and I was missing the microphone
to reply ‘It is not of your business’ ” (P11). However, three people reported to be
annoyed by certain sonic feedback, caused by unexpected utterances or issues of
understanding, e.g. participant P1 stated “the feeling that I have is, that this beep
sound is pushing me to change this position, although I’m in the position I really
like to take the picture”. User P6 added that “this beeping sound that was a little
bit annoying, coming all the time, ‘dook dook dook’. But this could maybe be,
because I did not really understand what it was. Exactly what this was indicating”.

Sound cues

Aside from the observations and reports regarding the recognition and understand-
ing of the audio feedback, further characteristics of the sonic cues were examined.
From eleven participants, including five users provided with additional verbal feed-
back, only two explicitly stated the existence of a predicted and resulting image
quality classification feedback. Moreover, two subject even moved, or reported
about the outcome, before being provided with the verbal feedback. Interestingly,
one outlier did not report about voice utterances e.g. “good” at all. Furthermore,
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as mentioned before as an example for issues of understanding the audio feedback,
three people missed or partially ignored the verbal additions. As some of the sounds
or voices were not expected by the users, two participants asked for the option of
tailoring the feedback to their needs.

Analysis: Sonic feedback cues

In general the utilized sounds were distinguished successfully and only the “contin-
uous” and “negative focus” feedback was unheard most of the time. As the “contin-
uous” sound was seen as an important part for completely mapping the interaction,
the poor recognition results contradicted its design. However, the performed gestu-
ral interactions of the participants varied a lot, as described in the following section,
thereby producing a range of unique sonic feedback patterns. The differences can
be seen and heard in the produced recordings of the participants e.g. P21, P72,
P113 (see Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9). The discovered diversity could be accounted for
the difference in sound recognition, as well as the level of understanding the sonic
cues.

Figure 6.7. Sound recording of user P2.

Figure 6.8. Sound recording of user P7.

The rate of fully understood sound patterns was not as expected, especially the
“continuous” sound could not be successfully related. Furthermore, the negative
image quality classification were comprehended as erroneous responses, but in par-
ticular the pure sound group was not able to grasp their exact meaning, e.g. as seen

1Recording P2: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p2mono.mp3
2Recording P7: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p7mono.mp3
3Recording P11: http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p11mono.mp3

http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p2mono.mp3
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p7mono.mp3
http://www.wambutt.de/thesis/rec/p11mono.mp3
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Figure 6.9. Sound recording of user P11.

in statement of P7 “There was an error sound. It was a different sound that made
me understand that this is kind of an error. I would say it was not like ‘you did
great’ or something. Maybe we are used to the notion that extra sounds are used
as errors in computers”. With respect to the envisioned sound design, the results
indicated a successful selection of auditory icons and most of the earcons, as P8
noted “I would say it felt like an error. I kind of think of light, cheery, bling sounds
as positive feedback and metallic, darker more bass sounds like errors or at least
warning sounds”. Moreover, the meaning of the sonic cues was in some cases only
partially understood, as e.g. participants P8 emphasized “But at least I figured out
the range thing [fingers in front of camera], that I could have only figured out using
the sounds. Without sounds, I would not have known that where I was actually
looking was not where I thought I was looking” and P5 highlighted “It is like when
people speaking, that people make listening sounds, it is the same thing with the
camera, it needs to make something. Like I’m still here, I’m still awake”. Still the
sounds could serve as an indicator, e.g. for interaction constraints or the system
status. Additionally, the speech feedback showed the expected clear advantages for
making sense of the classification feedback. Nonetheless, participants were missing
or misunderstanding the utterances due to a too high concentration on the photo-
taking task, as reported e.g. by P2 “I got feedback on something being blurry,
something to be too high resolution, and I got a good feedback”. Further, as people
were walking away from the scene without receiving the verbal response first, the
results indicated the need to adopt the sonic cue length.

Interestingly, the assumed level of annoyance was not high, only three people
regarded several sounds as hard to grasp and therefore rating their emission as
unpleasant. Therefore it is likely that the complexity of the sonic design and the
attributes of the selected sounds can be seen as appropriate for their tasks.

6.2.5 Embodiment

After presenting the findings concerning the awareness, photo results and sound
feedback of the main study, the following section concentrates on the embodiment
of the interaction, specifically on the used hand postures, stances, body postures
and gestural interactions.
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L-shape spread

pulledC-shape

Hand postures

Figure 6.10. Observed hand postures.

Hand postures

During the test sessions, a variety of hand postures and positions were used. Two
main hand postures could be identified, as seen in Figure 6.10, in the following
named “L” and “C”-shape. The “L”-shape is characterized by the full spread of the
thumb and index-finger. The “C”-shape can be differentiated by its small rotation
of the wrist, and its slightly snapped fingertips. From the eleven participants, eight
mostly used the “L”-shape, and three the “C”-shape. Moreover, the majority of
users had the rest of the fingers pulled, thereby stretching only the colorful marked
fingers. However, five subjects fully spread at least one hand while performing the
hand-gestures.

one hand up twisted wristleveled

Hand positionHand positions

Figure 6.11. Classified hand positions during the experiment.

The hand positions for creating the “photo-taking frame” differed significantly.
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The most popular positions were the “one hand up”, with the index fingers pointing
to a top left or right corner with a “L”-shape posture, the “leveled” position, were
both hands were horizontally leveled and the fingertips were facing each other in
a “C”-shape, as well as the “twisted wrist”, which was similar to the “one hand
up”, but included the twist of one of the wrists and the index fingers pointing in
opposite corners. Further, the three major positions had in common, that both
hands where at the same depth, having the same distance to the users’ foreheads
(see Figure 6.11). All participants were changing their preferred hand position
during the test sessions. Detailed findings, regarding the hand interactions and
adaption can be found in the following sections.

?
?

thumbs facing occluding hands
(markers)

Challenges

Figure 6.12. Challenging image frames performed by the participants.

Beside the main hand positions, several variations were tried by the users, but
discontinued due to the lack of provided feedback or missing comfort. In Figure 6.12
one can see four additional positions. They were seen as challenging for the camera
recognition system, as well as for the participants. Preferred by four users, the posi-
tion of having both hands leveled with a “C”-shape and nearly touching fingertips,
resulted in multiple releases of camera release, caused by false gesture spotting. This
was true for having the fingertips of the same hand or the second hand relatively
close. In Figure 6.12 the resulting image frame is illustrated by orange markers and
can be considered thin or small. This position was most often used at the second
task of the study, picturing a crop of the butterfly poster. A second challenge was
the hand position “thumbs facing”, where the thumbs are pointing to each other and
the index-fingers to the top corners. The resulting image frame was not predictable
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by the prototype. The last main challenge were hand positions with different depth
levels, or occluding hands. Thereby both hands were relatively close and one hand
or at least one finger was covering parts of the more distant hand. As illustrated in
Figure 6.12, the marked fingertips were hidden from the camera or large parts of the
hands were within the frame of the colorful markers. Particularly in the situation
of the occluded markers, sound feedback was not produced, as no image frame was
recognized.

Apart from these recognition challenges, some users found it troublesome to
exactly compose their pictures, and were not satisfied with the hand framing options.
Participant P3 stated, “I thought of like that sort of all photos are rectangular, and
my hands are not corresponding to this shape, and therefore I see a problem. So
if I want to take exactly squared photos, then I have a problem with my hands.
Okay, there are good for taking really spontaneous, fast photos. But if I want to
take proper photos, when I more want to think about how it exactly looks, then I
would not use my hands, because they do not get the exact framing”.

Posture, stance and gestural interaction

By observing the user interaction several findings about the body posture and ges-
tural interaction could be revealed. Most of the participants, eight out of eleven,
varied their arm length according to the tasks. Although with some variance, four
different stretches were identified and are named in the following, the “full-stretch”,
with a stretched forearm and upper arm, the “flex 150◦” and “flex 80◦”, with a more
flexed arm and a more straightened up forearm, as well as the “full-stretch down”,
with the hands close to waist level (see Figure 6.13).

full-stretch full-stretch down

Arm stretch

Figure 6.13. Variations of arm stretch.

The variation of the image frame according to the study tasks was mostly done
by changing the hand position or distance. However, four participants varied their
image frame mostly by stretching or flexing their arms. Thereby they could explore
different parts and still hold the position. Moreover, people chose to look on their
hands with only one eye, when the hands were relatively close to their head, e.g.
with a “flex 80◦”, or when the frame was really small. In general the people had
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an arched back, and even kept it straight when they went into a squat stance or
got on their knees. To match their lower hands in the “full-stretch down” arm
stretch, the participants were bending their neck forward, this could especially be
observed at the framing of the objects at the third task. Furthermore, two users
were over-stretching their neck and back to move their forehead further away from
their hands, trying to keep the hand frame size.

one arm up leveled one elbow up

Arm positions

Figure 6.14. Chosen arm positions.

Figure 6.15. Challenging positions: Elbow up and leaning sideways.

Depending on the hand positions and the use of “L”- or “C”-shape, the pref-
erences for the arm positions were changing. With a “L”-shape hand frame, at
least one arm was always up and stretched, whereas the other one was a bit flexed
and lower. When the “C”-shape was preferred, the hands were most of the time
on the same vertical level, consequently both arms were leveled too. Especially for
vertical frames, the participants tried to twist one of the hand wrists and to have
one elbow up, as seen in Figures 6.14 and 6.2.5. Despite the option to lift the elbow
for composing a vertical frame, one user was retaining the leveled hands and arm
positions and leaned sideways, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.5.

Focus

In order to capture an image, it was needed that the subjects were looking through
their hand frame, and perform at least one of the main gestures, “focus” or “release”.
While focusing, eight participants closed one eye at some point, from which seven
closed their left eye. Moreover, four out of five people, wearing glasses during the
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experiment, had both eyes open most of the time. When questioned why they
closed an eye for the photographing, interesting reflections were stated, e.g. user
P10 explained, “if I have a camera like that, I just expect it to go this [straight
through hand frame] way. I expect to look with both eyes. ... I would do it [with]
both eyes. If I have a camera with a finder, I would use only one eye. But if I
have a camera with a small screen, I do not look with one eye on the screen. I
would look with both eyes. Because the camera takes care of the actual pointing.
But I still get the same picture, regardless how I looked”. It was not asked or
tested which eye the users would preferably close to perform a focus on a regular
camera finder. In general the “focus” gesture, with a single pinch of the marked
fingertips, was varied by all participants in its length and patterns throughout the
experiment. The preference to use the left or right hand for performing the pinch
was changed depending on which arm was up. Three subjects could be observed
doing a combination of left and right pinches before executing the “release” gesture.
Furthermore, four people made longer “focus”-pinches, waiting for a release sound,
but adopted their interaction later in the experiment.

Analysis: Gestures, stance and posture

In general the gestural interactions were regarded as comfortable and not tiring over
the course of the test session. Therefore the expected issues of discomfort or fatigue
were not discovered. However, the variety of hand and arm postures allowed the user
to use a range of positions, considered to be challenging for the system recognition
software. In fact the preferred hand postures were less straining, avoiding e.g. the
envisioned complete spread of the fingers. Moreover, although briefly instructed
to perform a “L”-shape hand frame, the people adapted other postures during the
experiments. This observation was indicating an unconstrained interaction and
could be evidence of a sufficient sonic feedback. Still, the perceived feedback was
only contradicting the reportedly poor picture outcome.

The results concerning the changes of arm postures were not in line with the
envisioned design or the assumed interaction patterns. The observed postures were
varied, but the participants were not moving their arms as fast as expected, and did
not perform the expected movements in and out of the recognition area. Hence, the
results again indicated the need to adapt the sonic feedback design. Additionally,
the unexpected short and slow movements could have caused the low rates regarding
the recognition and understanding of the “continuous” sound feedback.

With regards to the focusing interaction, the assumed behavioral patterns were
not met. Despite indicating the characteristic bimanual interaction with a leading
and following hand as described by Guiard (1987), the participants showed un-
expected patterns for their eye-focus. The primarily observed focus with one eye
closed seemed to be a common pattern, learnt from finder cameras. Unfortunately
the prototype design was not covering this parallax, nor was it emitting any restrain-
ing sonic feedback. Furthermore, the findings showed shortcomings of the gesture
detection software handling longer focus pinches, reportedly common in single-lens
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reflex (SLR) cameras.

6.2.6 Adapting interaction

In order to accommodate to the task affordances, e.g. framing objects instead of
pictures on a wall, the user had to adapt their interactions to some extent. Moreover,
error feedback or missing audio responses forced the participants to intervene. In
the following the resulting strategies and ways of adapting the interactions are
presented. As mentioned in the previous sections, a lot of variations in the framing
behavior were noticed. The observed variations could not be classified easily. But
with the help of the think-aloud technique and the mapping of the users’ audio
recordings, patterns regarding the intervention strategies of the participants could
be identified.

The main discovered changes were related to the subject’s position, her hand
posture, her pinching, and the bend of her neck, primarily caused by missing sound
feedback, a difficult sound understanding, a recognized error, or unexpected sound
feedback. An example for the adaption of the pinching behavior was described by
participant P4, “When I got some feedback on ‘too blurry’ I spent more time on
focusing”. Changing the position towards the task objective was often related to
the concept of being too close to the image or object. In the majority of cases
this was directly related to negative image classification feedback, similar to the
reporting of user P11 “I probably forgot to focus, and I was to close, so it was not
focused before I was trying to take the picture. [...] I stepped back and focused.
And then it worked”. Moreover, it was found that people with only sound feedback
were more likely to change their position. Additionally, four people changed their
body posture, mostly bending their neck, to receive missing feedback, registering
that their hands were possible out of the recognition area. This was exemplified by
subject P8, when he stated that “every time I put up my hands like this [arched
back, straight arms, facing curtain] it works. Maybe it is the camera [pointing on
his head] and the hands ... yeah that was it! I have to look down a bit I think. Yeah,
now I could take a picture. It [the camera] was aiming to high, I think”. Another
strategy to deal with an unsatisfying or worrying feedback was to change their acting
from an exploratory behavior, e.g. testing frame sizes, to a “well-known” position
or posture, which was associated with a positive experience.

Furthermore, three users showed an interesting behavior to test the camera
recognition or change the perceived feedback. All moved both hands on purpose
out of the envisioned camera recognition area, and immediately back in, either by a
move down to the hips or to the sides. This was described as a “restart” or “reset”
motion, by two of the participants P7 and P9.

Analysis: Interaction patterns

In general the analyzed intervention strategies were matching the assumptions of
the researchers. Interestingly, the subjects did not restrain their body or head
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movements to avoid possible shaking, resulting in blurry pictures. Nonetheless,
the unique intervention patterns indicated a fairly consistent interaction with the
prototype, providing reliable “well-known” or “learnt” feedback. Having said that,
participant P9 indicated the possibility that the intervention strategies were maybe
directed, but were lacking comprehensive understanding, when he stated “So I’m
trying stuff, but it is not much of a trying, when I do not get any feedback. So I do
not know how it was working, also I used it. So I kept using it but I did not learn
how it was working”.

Exploration of opportunities and limitations
During the study, the participants were encouraged to play with the camera and
explore the opportunities apart from accomplishing the tasks. However, no-one was
exploring the system’s framing or sound feedback opportunities to the fullest. As
mentioned, the users were concentrated on accomplishing the tasks, only a few of
the participants noted to have envisioned e.g. framing options differing from 4:3
or 3:2 formats, known from standard cameras. As an example user P5 questioned
whether she “can take anything but squared photos. But I was kind of fixed in
my square photo mode. Because at one point I thought, I maybe could take a
triangular photo or something like. But when I did not kept my fingers like this
[frame position], I did not get audio feedback that I was doing right”. Instead, three
user reported that they would like to have an immediate visual feedback to find
out more about the system. Regarding the limitations of the system, several users
conceptualized a minimum distance between the hands and the forehead to enable
the gesture recognition to work. Participant P7 even compared an experience with
his digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera to a situation of missing feedback, when
stating “maybe it has to be something black. I have this problem with my camera
sometimes, when I’m trying to take a picture of a white wall it cannot focus, it
cannot find anything distinctive”.

Analysis: Exploration
Additionally to the user reports and analysis of the image results, another indica-
tor for a not fully explored interactive systems was seen in the missing reporting
about the “continuous” sound feedback. Further, the potentially high pitches and
amplitudes of the feedback were not reached throughout all sessions.

Although the researcher expected the prototype design to encourage explorative
behavior, the observed performances indicated the opposite. The assumptions that
the embodied interaction would imply explorative movements or coincidental dis-
covery of sonic feedbacks or constraints could not be determined.





Chapter 7

Discussion

With regards to the main research question “Which sonic feedback design is needed
to sufficiently support a hand-gesture photo-taking experience” design requirements
have been deduced, and a high-fidelity prototype was implemented and evaluated in
formative usability sessions. The following discussion tries to draw conclusions from
the test results and reflect on the created technology and utilized methodologies.

Which audio feedback concept can be used in a mobile setting without
providing immediate visual feedback, and how can it be applied to a
gestural interface?
The conducted research had the underlying assumption that the photo-taking prac-
tice can be sufficiently supported by providing exclusively acoustic feedback to the
user. The exclusion of the immediate visual confirmation was thereby partially
motivated by the works of Brewster and Johnston (2008); Vazquez-Alvarez and
Brewster (2011); Pirhonen et al. (2002); Vázquez and Steinfeld (2011). Still, no re-
lated research, purely relying on audio feedback cues and being based on touch-less
hand-gestures, could be found. Additionally, participants of the test sessions re-
peatedly asked for an optional visual response, as e.g. P4 framed it, “on my mobile
camera, I can just have a look on the screen. But now I’m just focusing blindly, or
whatever. But I think, if one do some experiment with taking some photos with
different positions of the hands and different postures of the head and then looks
at the photos, I think at least I should get a feeling for how it should look like”.

The audio feedback concept was based on mapping the interaction phases of a
physical camera to sonic cues resembling “mechanical sounds”, as well as on sonic
responses for quality indicators, later discussed in detail. Moreover, the researchers
were assuming design challenges caused by non-obvious affordances of the touch-
less interaction along with high cognitive loads, resulting from the user’s efforts to
recognize the audio feedback.

Surprisingly, the results indicated low mental efforts, especially for the partic-
ipants being provided with additional speech explanations. It could be concluded
that the sonic feedback design, with its limited number of different sound cues,

71
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showing a high distinctiveness and recognizability, was a key for the positive result.
However, as these results were based on user self-reporting, the reliability could be
questioned.

Unfortunately, the “continuous” and “negative focus” sounds were often missed,
which could be due to the less frequent creation of the particular sounds or their
succeeding sound patterns, respectively. As expected the auditory icons performed
very good and were understood significantly better than the utilized earcons, as
supported by studies of Garzonis et al. (2009) and Mynatt (1997). Nonetheless,
the weaker rates for understanding the earcons could also be attributed to their
mapping. User suggestions for different feedback modes, including a “beginner”
and “advanced” profile, seemed to be an appropriate addition to the tested audio
concept. The modes could allow for practicing the interaction with initially more
verbal guidance, which could be later switched off.

In general the participants showed and reported a pleasant user-experience, re-
peatedly noticing the ease of use and simplicity. In fact this could be partially
resulting from the unconstrained interaction possibilities and reduced complexity of
the photographing activity. Although not fully understanding the sound feedback,
the subjects regarded the sounds as helpful to interact according to their mental
model.

With regards to the observed gestural interactions, the expectations of the re-
searchers were not fulfilled. The design for bimanual interactions was considered to
be appropriate, but especially the framing gestures, based on Mistry et al. (2009),
were only partially adopted. However, the variety of hand postures revealed strong
indicators for future design directions, e.g. aiming for comfort. Despite the pre-
sented challenging hand positions and postures, the researchers regarded the di-
verse opportunities of framing as a major advantage compared to ordinary cameras
or cameraphones. Therefore the options should not be limited, instead the framing
and focus possibilities should be properly introduced, and the tracking and detection
implementations adjusted.

As stated before, the tested interaction was regarded as advanced, mainly be-
cause of the fact that embodied interaction without an artifact was unknown to
most of the users. But it seemed likely that this circumstance is changing along
with the growing popularity of entertainment technology e.g. the Microsoft Kinect
(Giles, 2010).

Which phases of the interaction demand continuous or discrete audio
feedback?

The investigated auditory display design guidelines, e.g. by Fernstrom et al. (2005),
advocated for mapping interaction and changing attributes of an interface to dy-
namic sounds. Therefore the tested sonic design was utilizing “Parameter-Mapping
Sonification” to represent the continuous image frame of the user. On the other
side, key events of the interaction were selected and mapped with discrete sound
cues. The results indicated an appropriate selection. Unfortunately, no self-evident
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results could be found to support the demand for a continuous feedback. However,
advanced users, e.g. the author, were primarily relying on the “continuous” sound
in their interaction, as it indicated the boundaries of the recognition area. Therefore
the less frequent creation of the “continuous” sound as well as its lower amplitude,
caused by smaller computed image frames, were considered to be a reason for the
unexpected results. Furthermore, it was considered that only the test design with
its relatively small motives was implying small framing gestures. This opinion was
contradicted by the statements of participant P7, who pointed to relatively realistic
test cases, “I was trying to make the frame smaller, because when I want to take a
picture of a butterfly and I’m going to close, maybe it flies away. So I was trying
to be more far away”.

From the above argumentation it is concluded that the “Parameter-Mapping
Sonification” has to be adjusted or other means of representation have to be found
to support the interaction for more experienced users.

How can we prevent bad photo results due to the lack of immediate
visual confirmation?

In order to prevent the user from missing a bad image outcome or possibly miss the
malfunctioning of the camera, the researchers tried to improve the awareness for the
camera state and its potential photo-taking results. Therefore the design concept of
an image quality classification was envisioned. Derived from investigations of Luo
and Tang (2008); Cheng et al. (2010); Keelan and Cookingham (2002) on image
quality assessment, classifications were deduced and presented after the “focus” or
“release” gestures. Although the real-time computation in a camera was regarded
as feasible, the specific classifications were pre-selected by the test-observer, due to
the lack of implementation resources. In general the image quality feedback was un-
derstood and considered to be a helpful addition in the photo-taking process. Some
users even noted a high confidence in the perceived “artificial intelligence”, which
was rating the captured imagery. However, as mentioned before, some participants
ignored sounds or verbal feedback, because they were not interested in it. Hence
the results regarding intervention strategies were seen as less reliable.

Another interesting pattern to deal with perceived malfunctioning or becoming
aware of the camera state was the performed “restart” or “reset” motion of two
participants. It indicated a mental model of the system, which could be easily
educated and used in a brief instruction.

With regards to the exclusion of all visual feedback options in the experiment
setup, it has to be stated, that the original vision of design included a visual feedback
option. As stated in the design description, the mobile computing device could be
consulted after the photo-taking interaction as the visual confirmation of a proper
result. It is assumed that the incorporation of such a device would improve the
learnability of the system and educate about the constraints of the recognition
setup. In conclusion, the envisioned image quality classification would only provide
an indicator of the outcome, the final assessment of the image by a user, considering
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it a decent picture, remains a subjective and primarily vision centric task.

Review of the Implementation
At first it has to be stated, that the selection and adjustment of the vision-based
recognition framework were taking enormous resources of the presented research.
Therefore the capacities for a more fine-grained sound design or several design iter-
ations were not given. Moreover, the implementation was significantly constraining
the interaction possibilities, e.g. the utilization of invasive technology, and the relia-
bility of the detected gestural interaction. Secondly, the missing sounds or erroneous
feedback perceived by the participants could partially be caused by the implemen-
tation. The missing observation of the system status, e.g. logging the activities
or recording the video-stream, could have helped to classify the situations for the
researchers, and thereby helping the validity of the experiment. Furthermore, a
synchronization of the taken images from the computing device to a second mobile
device or screen of the observer could be envisioned, thereby helping the partici-
pants to reflect on the framing activities. Thirdly, the reported unexpected focus
behavior, with one eye closed, is considered to be a unwanted option. In order to
keep the setup at low costs, neither an eye-tracking setup, nor a second camera or
depth-camera should be utilized. Therefore a future design would need additional
instructions recommending to focus with two eyes. Finally, a second iteration of
the prototype would need to accommodate for varying release times and improve
the calculation of the parallax between the camera’s and user’s viewpoints.

Review of the Methodology
In general the aim for qualitative results with the conducted study was regarded as
the appropriate choice for the circumstances and state of the design. Furthermore,
due to the constraining and partially unreliable implementation, it can be assumed
that quantitative performance measurements in the usability test session would have
provided less reliable data.

With regards to the validity of the test results, the effect of the incorporated
evaluator on the findings (Jacobsen et al., 1998) and the previously mentioned
limited number of participants (Nielsen and Landauer, 1993) have to be noted. The
“Think Aloud” method and the “Wizard of Oz” technique were demanding several
conversations with the participants and were thereby increasing the potential of
interventions. Moreover, the observer was actively controlling the outcome of the
image quality classification. Statements e.g. of participant P10 indicated that the
observer’s controlling was not completely consistent or fully reliable.

“First I focused on one of the butterflies here and I got some kind of
failure sound. So I went to the next one. And I got like an okay sound,
it was an okay photo. And I refocused on this one. I think I made the
same thing, so I cannot understand why I got a failure sound on the top
right butterfly” (P10).
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The “Think Aloud” technique worked as expected, but could only be regarded
as an additional mean of observation, as it was seen as partially unreliable. This
conclusion was based on unreported computed responses, which on the other hand
might indicated their importance or the user’s cognitive load at the time.

The initial brief instructions for the users were seen as suitable. However, test
iterations with previous knowledge, as documented by Brewster et al. (1994) and
Franinovic and Visell (2008), would probably lead to higher recognition rates and
more exploratory behavior. As the instruction for the experiment were only vaguely
describing the sonic feedback, the expectations were eventually set too low.

Concerning the running of the study, it was remarked that the creation of sounds
was flexible and hard to control. The outcome of the test sessions varied a lot, and
could differ even further in a real-world environment of e.g. a field study. Thus the
result-sets could be unpredictable potentially providing a lot of irrelevant test data.
Moreover, it was questioned whether the laboratory setup was reliably mirroring a
real-world environment. Especially environmental noise was regarded as a missing
challenge for continuous sine-wave sound and should at least be simulated (Pirhonen
et al., 2002).

An analytical issue was noted in the complexity to synchronize the different
recording sources after a test session. Considering the enormous matching effort,
it is strongly advised to develop distinctive markers to match the separated feeds
easily.

Furthermore, it could be questioned whether the whole implementation of a func-
tional prototype was necessary at the reported design stage, as by the suggestions of
Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon (1993). Despite Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon’s sug-
gestions, the researchers regarded the demands of a highly responsive design and the
complex dimensions of the “continuous” sound as too difficult to reproduce without
a functional prototype. Moreover, it was also seen as insightful to study the limi-
tations and design challenges of the functional implementation. However, parts of
the presented findings, concerning e.g. gestural behavior, could have been possible
deduced from experiments purely relying on e.g. “Wizard of Oz” techniques.

Finally, as previously mentioned, the test design was constrained by implemen-
tation issues and assumptions on participant behavior, along with others it was e.g.
not requiring larger arm movements or frames. It is for this reason that the as-
sumptions were potentially limiting the validity of the results, degrading the image
outcome and the learning process of the feedback design. As a result, the collected
results were not confirming a sufficient prototypical implementation.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

The tested prototype design did not prove to sufficiently support the intended inter-
actions. Its sonic feedback design showed promising results, especially in the use of
auditory icons, but was lacking unmistakable patterns representing the image qual-
ity classifications. The gestural interface and its related vision-based recognition
framework showed fundamental shortcomings, which primarily caused the rejection
of the tested prototype. However, the research focus on non-visual feedback cues
and its implications on the intervention possibilities in a photo-taking process were
regarded as insightful. Furthermore, the design of touch-less hand gestural inter-
faces revealed interesting implications on affordances of non-artifact interactions,
user preferences for hand and arm postures, as well as on the design methodol-
ogy. Additionally, the deconstruction and mapping of the photo-taking activity was
considered to be successful, providing a useful basis for future designs.

Consequently, the researchers advocate for changes to the current prototype de-
sign and implementation, along with making improvements to the test setup. In
a second design iteration, the gestural interaction should not be limited, especially
the observed framing preferences of the study should be supported. Nevertheless,
only a small fixed vocabulary size is considered to be helpful. Therefore the pos-
sible framing options as well as the currently detected focus opportunities should
be introduced before an initial usage. With regards to the sonic feedback, the un-
derstandability of the image quality classification responses should be improved by
establishing a “beginner” and “advanced” feedback mode, incorporating the differ-
ent test setups.

As the researchers identified several areas in the first test setup being partially
responsible for the bad image outcome and the missed exploratory behavior, it is
expected that a changed second test iteration could significantly improve the results.

In order to overcome the observed lack of exploratory behavior and to avoid
“just task-completion” interaction, the test design should strive for limitations of
the system and provide more relevant contexts, e.g. using larger motives, bigger
and diverse objects, as well as including people, e.g. a person sitting on a couch.
Furthermore, to emphasize the validity of the results, the real-world context of
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photography should be more incorporated into the test design, e.g. simulating a
more noisy environment. However, the complexity of the test design requires an
advanced monitoring setup, synchronizing the different recording mediums, and
allow for visual confirmation opportunities, as envisioned in the early design.



Chapter 9

Future Works

As discussed in the previous chapters, a second iteration on a refined design and
test setup is suggested. The next experimental study would need to address the
opportunities and limitations of the gestural interaction again, as well as investigat-
ing the impact of a noisy environment. Therefore the envisioned test setup would
aim for stressing the exploratory behavior of the participants and to increase their
engagement. Moreover, the existing laboratory setting could be kept and levels of
background noise added.

Next experiment design
This layout could be seen as an evolution of the preceding study, adjusting the
following characteristics:

1. Tasks are more engaging through the use of objects considered more relevant
to the participants. This would include taking a picture e.g. of a “person
sitting on a couch”, of a “fruit basket” or “meal”, and shooting a “portrait of
a person”.

2. The users would be asked to explore different angles on all objects and have
at least one detailed and one wider picture each.

3. The captured images will be synchronized to a mobile device, carried by the
participant, to steepen the learning curve and to improve their framing abili-
ties.

4. The study would involve two groups, consisting of the participants of the first
study, and a group with a similar background, but no previous experiences
with the system. Thereby the number of users would be above 20 people.
The two groups would have to accomplish the same tasks in two phases.
The experienced participants would get a walkthrough of all sounds first,
followed by performing the tasks with voice feedback. In a second iteration,
the experienced users would have to accomplish the tasks with just the sound
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feedback. The second unexperienced group would get no sound instructions,
and would have to accomplish the tasks at first with sound and voice feedback
and afterwards without any verbal additions.

5. A speaker would emit a constant background sound, matching the task con-
text.

6. The semi-structured interview as a follow-up and the think-aloud method
would again be used.

The changes to the study setup would have to meet a list of technical pre-conditions:

1. The finger recognition for certain hand postures, e.g. “C”-shape, would need
to be improved.

2. A wireless image synchronization between the computing device in the back
and the mobile device for the image preview would be required.

3. The lightning conditions would have to be the same for a wider range of angles
towards the target objects.

4. As the envisioned setup would enable the users to fully explore the envi-
ronment, the actual feedback would need to be completely computed. The
“Wizard of Oz” technique could not be used for the triggering of “too blurry”,
“too high exposure”, or “good” utterances.

5. The additional technical features would have to be remotely monitored to
notice certain complications, e.g. a missing picture result due to a synchro-
nization delay.

6. The background noise would need to be set up and controls for launching the
different contexts have to be provided.
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Pure Data Patch 1
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Pure Data Patch 2
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Appendix B

Photo-Taking Implementation



Appendix C

Test instructions and questions

Instructions
Initial briefing: Hi, here at the UX-Lab we have envisioned an interaction possi-
bility to make photos without holding a camera in your hand. In a futuristic setup
we could think of the scenario, that you are canoeing or skiing and do not like to
or cannot take out your mobile phone from your pocket or backpack. But you have
your sunglasses on, which are equipped with a camera. Now you could frame your
point of interest in front of you and shot a picture, which is then stored on your
mobile phone for later viewing. The experiment today will investigate some of these
aspects.

Everything you frame with your two pairs of fingers is on the picture you can
take. But be aware that your fingers can be out of vision of your head-mounted
camera. If you want to focus on the objects you like to frame, pinch one of your
pairs of fingers. To shoot a picture, pinch both pairs of fingers at the same time.
For all your interactions as well as the outcome or quality of the pictures you will
receive feedback sounds.

You have 3 tasks and afterwards I like to ask you some questions about how
you experienced the whole session. While you are solving your tasks, feel free to
speak out loud what you think, or what happens, this will help us in analyzing the
experiment. There is nothing you can do wrong here, there is no right answers, so
nothing to worry about.

Task descriptions
1. Try to frame the complete picture of the zebra, without showing any parts of

the wall, and make a photograph of it.

2. Pick one of the butterflies and try to photograph only the chosen part of the
image.

3. Try to position yourself, so that you can take a picture of a bit of the table
and the three glasses together.
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Interview questions
During the experiment

1. Were you aware when the system was online checking your gestures or whether
it was offline and no movements could be tracked?

2. In which situations did you recognize a more familiar sound? Please describe
the sound or the action / object you associate it with.
Afterwards

3. How much mental effort was needed to accomplish the tasks please use the
scale from 0 to 10? Elaborate on your efforts for the various stations.

4. Do you think the system was taking the right frame of your intended photo?
What makes you certain? / What makes you questioning the quality of the
system?

5. Did you feel comfortable using hand-gestures to take photos? Elaborate on
your experience and what was uncomfortable?

6. During the second task you got an unexpected sound what was it about? Were
you aware that the outcome of your picture could be bad? Was it interrupting?
How did you react?

7. There was a second new sound on the third task. Did you notice it and could
you make sense of it? Was it interrupting? + Was it easy to distinguish it
from the first new feedback sound?

8. Do you have any comments, remarks on the experiment or technology?
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